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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 1965

Man,40, Accused In
Rape Of Stepchild

Dr. Harold West Resigns
As President Of Meharry

NASHVILLE — Dr. Harold the General Educational Board year after obtaining his Ph.D.,
The officer said that two
A 40-year-old man, accused of
D. West, president of Meharry of the Rockefeller Foundation. A he began his 11-year chair.
assaulting his nine- young boys heard the girl
criminally
1952,
has
manship of the biochemistry deMedical College since
year-old stepdaughter in Ral- screaming and went to the spot
partment.
si:bmitted his resignation, but
eigh last Saturday had to be where the attack was in progthat
inhead
of
remain
as
FETED
BY
will
ALUMNI .
protected from angry neighbors ress, but that the man ignored
In 1963, Dr. West was feted
Asp stitution until a successor is
on Sunday after Sheriff's depu- thcm. Later, 10 other children
by nationally-prominent docVIP named.
ties placed hint in a squad car. witnessed the crime, but they
tors, educators, business men,
"I have given practically the
Held without bond in the Shel- were unable to do anything to
and
was
presented
a
bronze
35
life,
some
major part of my
by County jail was Willis Smith rescue their playmate.
plaque
for
his
"37
years
of
Meharry;"
het,
to
years, in
of 3597 Hawkins Mill Rd.
Lt. Kroer.ing said that his inservice to mankind," along with
Dr. Vest said, "nevertheless, I
"The people were really vestigation showed that the girl
a $2,000 purse from devoted
would like to spend actively a
worked up about it," Homicide was rot released by Smith unfew more short years in reLt. 0. C. Kroening said, "and til after it became dark on SatHe was married in 1927 to
search, which has always been
if we had turned our backs for urday evening.
the former Miss Jessie Juanita
my first love."
a minute, they would have gotSmith was arrested after the
Penn, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
years
spent
25
who
West,
Dr.
ten him. It's the first time that children totd persons in the
William F. Penn, chief of surin the department of biochemI have seen colored people re- neighborhood what had hapgical service at. Tuskegee, Ala.
istry at Meharry, explained that
act like that."
They have two children, Mrs.
pened and one woman reported
he has written 52 research paLt. Kroening said that while it to the Sheriff's office.
Edna Penn Minaya, supervisor
pers and abstracts for scientific
the
girl's
mother
remained
at
of reading in the New York
Lt. Kroening said the neighjournals and would like to do
home, Smith took the girl about
State Department of Education;
more research before his evena quarter of a mile to a deep bors told them to "take a walk
a
son,
Dr.
Harold
D.
West,
Jr.,
tual retirement.
ravine in sonic thickets and and we will take care Of
a 1964 honor graduate of Mecriminally assaulted her.
Willie •'
The official statement of
harry, now serving as an inPresieent West's retirement,
tern at the U.S. Naval Hospital
released by Victor S. Johnson,
in San Diego, Calif.. and a
chairman of Meharry's board of
DR. HAROLD WEST
grandson, Harold D. West, III.,
trustees and chairman of NashAWARD OF MERIT Mrs. Calverta tsn.
non is mayor William B. Ingram, Jr., who
ville's Alad lin Industries, said
mad, right, was presented an "Award of
was present for the dinner. Mrs. Ishmael,
in part:
Merit" front the City of Memphis at a din•
a kindergarten director for a number of
"This is a statement that-1
ner held recently for the senior citizens of
years, is a member of the City Beautiful
regret very much to have to
the Foote and Cleaborn Homes at Foote auCommission and president of the Georgia
make, and, especially so at this
ditorium, and shown making the presentaElementary School PTA.
(MLR Photo)
time.
HEALTH ONE REASON
shooting and was told
Tipton County officials listed about
"At the last meeting of th,
the death of a Shelby County that two officers from there
executive ccmmittee of Meham
man as "accidental" last week were in Memphis trying to arMedical College, Dr. West exNegro children were quietly schools, which he said are
pressed his earnest desire to be
when they said witnesses saw a rest the men responsible for the
woman attempt to knock a pis- killing.
relieved of his arduous admin- enrolled in previously all-white very ,mr.11.
Of the 42 schools in Haywood
tol out of the man's hand just During the fight in the club,
istrative duties as president of schools in Haywood County last
'before it fired.
the college in order to devote week, and not one curious by- County school system, he said
one other person was shot and
Deputy Sheriff Charles La- two cut. The club was closed
his principal efforts and time stander paid any attention to 36 are for Negroes, and the
the historic move.
other six have been for white
velle of Covington said Morgan pending further investigation.
to research in the field of bioJoe T. Naylor, superintend- youngsters.
Smith shot himself fatally in
chemistry at the institution."
Mr. Smith was arrested once
the head at the Stomp club in Shelby County for assault to
He reported that the Meharry ent of the county schools, said Asked if there were any plans,
president's health has been he would be able to give a re- to integrate the school faculties, LELAND, Miss. — (UM — 'Ministry said the workers were ocratic Party, a political group when an unidentified woman murder and carrying a forbid"taxed by his strenuous efforts port later this week on how he said, "Maybe next year we About 80 Negro farmhands ap- told by Andrews' attorney organized by civil rights lead- ran up to hint and knocked his den weapon and paid a $50 fine.
in leading the drive for capital many have registered to attend can do something along those
"there will be no pay raise, ers. The Union group was first arm upward while he was bran- He was accused of violating
funds and the expansion of the the Ilaywood County school in lines, but all of our contracts parently were evicted as a re- ,and if they didn't want to work made known in April when it dishing the gun during a fight the liquor law, but he was nefor
of
a
mass
walkout
Brownsville, and remarked that
this next school year have sult
to pro- For what they are making, they staged a peaceful picketing in the establishment.
medical center."
ver convicted for the offense,
demonstration at a farm labor Claims of witnesses were ver- the Sheriff's Department stated.
When Dr. West took ever the they had gotten off to a 600 been signed, and we are too test working conditions at a could leave."
ified,
Deputy
Lavelle
said,
by
start.
far
along
plantation.
to
1,300-acre
change.''
cotton
Tipton County is a dry county.
helm of the college as its fifth
Andrews, a former Leland planning conference in Greena report from the Shelby CounThe Tri-State Defendcr was T On the week prior to registra- The unusual strike at the A. school teacher, owns the huge ville.
president and first Negro to
ty
Medical
examiner,
Dr.
Fetion,
minisiers
of
both
races L. Andrews plantation in the plantation' with his brother, W. A spokesman said efforts
hold the office, the operating unable to reach City Supt. Edlix Francisco, who found powbudget of the college was ward Thompson for a report on urged their congregations to Tibbett Cominite was sponsor- B. Andrews. Principal crops were being made to organize
der burns on the victim's face,
avoid
anything
which
how
would
many Negro children were
$1,200,000. During the term of
ed by the "Mississippi Free- on the land are cotton and soy- Negro farm laborers, with which he said
indicated he had
administration, the operat- registered to enter Brownsville lead to increased tensions be- dom Labor Union," a recently beans.
goals of a $1.25 per hour mini- been shot at very close range.
Wing budget increased 400 per schools in the fall, but a good- tween whites and Negroes in organized civil rights organiza- The Freedom Labor Union mum wage, an eight-hour day,
Members of Martin Memorial
DEPUTIES IN SHELBY
the small town which has had
cent to its present total of $41
/
2 ly number reportedly signed up
tion. Andrews declined to com- was an apparent outgrowth of and paid social security and acMr. Smith, whose relatives CME church will honor Mrs.
one
of
the
worst
reputations
in
without
fanfare.
million. There was an increase
ment on the situation except to the Mississippi Freedom Dem- cident insurance.
said Ile one'ated a farm in Shel- Rubye B. Jones for her work in
in the endowment from $4 mil- The registration came without the state of Tennessee on race confirm the walkout occurred.
by County and lived on High- the church and as president of
lion to $7 million, which Dr. any pressure from civil rights relations.
1° way 51 North, was fatally shot the Church Debt Funding Board
The striking workers — 12
Children
in
Haywood
County
West says is still not enough.
groups after the school officials
at the club on Friday night, May at a program to be held at the
tractor drivers and about 70
ON EDUCATION BOARD
announced that children were have, in years past, attended field hands — said they sought
21, where he had been working church at 65 S. Parkway west
Dr. West was named to the free to register at any school school during a split session to
for the two weeks the club had on next Sunday, June 6.
allow them to help work agri- a minimum of 51.25 per hour
Tennessee State Board of Edu- in the area.
The public is invited to the
been in operation.
cultural crops in the fall, but and a shorter work day. A
cation in 1964, and was the first
Two days after the incident special program starting at 4
Mr. Naylor said that no Nedoctor of philosophy on the Me- groes had signed up for classes that arra,igement has been spokesman said tractor drivers
occurred, the Tri-State Defen- P.M. S. T. liawki,
s is chairabolished, and all will begin now receive $6 per day, work-,
harry faculty. He was responder called the Tipton County man. Rev. Paul Fowlkes is pasin the five county elementary studies in September.
lug from sunrise to sunset,
sible for initiating the graduate
I
Sheriff's office for information tor.
while field hands received 63
program at the school.
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The Whitney Young, Director of
per day for chopping cotton.
As a fellow of the Julius
the United the National Urban League,
Rosenwald Fund at the UniverAfter presenting their de- vice president of
director of the Urged the city executives to
sity of Illinois from 1929 to 1930,
mands, the Negro men went to States and the
League issued cease making political deals
Dr. West received his master's
Greenville, about 15 miles a- National Urban
fight with the political "black straw
degree. Having taught at Meway, and were served coffee a call to arms for a
against poverty, ignorance and boss."
harry for two years before reat the Delta Ministry Office of
Negro political "straw "In.return for patronage sufturning for his graduate degree,
the National Council of Church- the
ficient to carry his districts on
boss" in American cities.
he came back as associate pro- Douglas Aircraft company, flouncing the decision
of Doug- es (NCC). A spokesman said
election day, the black strawfessor of biochemistry.
Inc. today revealed plans to las to locate in Tennessee, said they returned to the farm later Vice president Hubert H.
Ilumphrey delivered the key- boss embraces the status quo,
From 1935 to 1937, Dr. West build three plants in Tennessee the three plants
will be located to find the gas and electricity
studied for his doctor of phil- at a cost of about $1,000,000. at Sparta,
note address at the five-day the slums, the lack of code enGainsboro and Mon- turned off and were served
osophf degree as a Fellow of Gov. Frank Clement, in an- terey
Conference of Mayors, forcement, and pursues a
and that construction with an eviction notice by An- U.S.
which
went into its third day course of silence and aloofdrews' attorney.
will begin immediately.
with representatives from more ness," Young said.
The vice president urged pasThe plants will manufacture The NCC was assisting the than 300 cities in attendance.
parts for Douglas-built aircraft, jobless Negroes by housing
Ilumphrey called the may- sage of two federal housing
with the Sparta operation serv- women and children at its Mt. ors "the front line of public and urban development propoing as headquarters and as a Beulah training center at Ed- service" in the War on Pover- sals, singling out the bill for
fabrication center.
wards, near Jackson, Miss.
ty and urged them to take their establishment of a new department of Housing and Urban DeAnnouncement of the Douglas A spokesman for the Delta share of the burden.
A former Memphian, 28-year- Bishop and Mrs. Memory Bish- plans to build in
velopment and the Housing and
Tennessee
folold James J. Bishop, has been op of 1662 South Lauderdale.
Urban Development Act of
lowed an extended period of
appointed the governor's secre1965 as priority measures.
Mr. Bishop is a retired letter study and site
inspection,
intary for intergroup relations in
He said the legislation would
cluding conferences between
Massachusetts.
improve older housing, water
Clement and Douglas execuIn making the appointment,
and sewer systems, parks, rent
tives.
Gcv. John A. Volpe said "This
supplements and prevent slums.
GOVERNOR'S
SPEECH
administration is totally dediHe told the mayors federal
In making the announcement,
cated to the achievement of
urban renewal is a partnership
Clement said:
equal opportunity for each and
Jesse H. Turner, president of cent route salesmen by June with local communities. "The
every one of our citizens, re"This is a magnificent the Memphis branch of the 15; that non-discriminatory Johnson administration is degardless of race, color or natdemonstration of the confi- NAACP, has announced a cam- hiring policies be put into effect termined to work closely with
ional origin."
dence which industry has paign to obtain employment of at once, with a program for re- our states and localities in
He said the newly appointed
in the economic stability, Negroes as route salesmen for cruiting Negro employees at all meeting those pressing needs."
secretary would be a fulltime,
the labor climate and the
Young pressed for a "domesall local beer distributors, and levels, and that the companies
regular member of the govervocational a n d technical
has set a deadline for this to be issue statements indicating that tic Marshall Plan." to aid rejunor's staff.
venation of urban slums and
training programs in Tenaccomplished.
jobs are open to Negroes.
isk Mr. Bishop is a doctoral cannessee.
"Negroes purchase and con- Improved conditions for slum
According
to
Mr.
Turner,
the
date at Massachusetts Insti"The
management of local branch has sent letters to sume a large percentage of the dwellers.
tute of Technology. He is exDouglas
all beer firms requesting that beer in this community," Mr.
Aircraft
deserves
pected to receive the Ph.D.
high commendation for takthey employ at least 15 per Turner said, "and if they are night, June 3, at Universal Life
degree this summer.
to continue to buy it they must Insurance Company at 480 Lining particular pains to loHe was graduated fron Le.
be giN en jobs."
den, starting at 8 P.M.
cate these new plants in
Moyne College of Memphis in
Tennessee
as
the
newest
All workers who have written
areas which can best be
WORbERS SOCIAL
1958 with highest honor and with
HONORED AT HYDE PARK—Following a speech he made
growmember
of
our
ever
At the same time, Rufus E. memberships this year are inimproved through the acdistinction. He was granted a
to the eighth grade graduates of Hyde Park Elementary
ing industrial family and I
Jones, chairman of the Mem- vited to attend the social and
quisition of new industry."
full fellowship to MIT.
school last week, Supt. of Memphis City Schools E. C. SlimJAMES J. BISIIOP
am confident that the longbership Committee of the give the final reports at the
"This is a demonstration
Mr. Bishop, a former vice
bert is presented a plaque by Mrs. Romona Harrell, presirange results of this Dougbranch, announced that the affair.
president of Boston CORE, was carri2r and an officer of the lo- of what responsible private
dent of the school's PTA. Mr. Stimbert spoke on the proIt is expected that the mema member of the Atlanta Uni- cal NAACP branch, and Mrs. industry can do in attacklas expansion will be mu- Spring campaign will be congram theme, "One Step Forward," and was introduced by
bership roll will have been inver.;ity faculty last year.
Bishop is a teacher at Florida ing a public problem.
tually beneficial to the coni- cluded with an old-fashioned creased by at least 1,000, Mr.
A. B. Bland, principal of the school. (B. T. McChriston PhoHe is the son of Jesse H. Street Elementary School
"I welcome Douglas to
pany and to Tennessee"
sinial to be held on Thursday Jones said,
to)

Haywood County To
Integrate Schools
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Tipton Officials Say
Smith Killed Himself
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Strike For Wage Boosts

the

Martin Memorial To
Honor Mrs. Jones

Aikhis

Ne ro' raw oss7
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Three Plants In State
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Goes To James Bishop

NAACP Tells Beer Firms
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SATUI

The
Men
Behind
Martin
Luther
King

Washington Round-Up
"(I

•
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent

WASHINGTON — "Charm' -ound is not all charm, howis the local theme these day iver.
and the President lead's the A curious habit is becoming
very well developed these days:
parade:
done on the QT.
At a recent White House din- ;tailing is
is the
ner far the Korean president, An example of his
being done on
Mrs. Charlotte Woods of In. quiet staffing
connected prodiana was a guest. She was all civil rights
Equal Opporthe last person to come through grams, i.e. the
Commission, the Presbasis as one of Dr. King's chief the receiving line to greet the tunity
ident's Council on Equal Oplieutenante. Ile refers to SCLC President and Lady Bird.
uncle.
as "Klag's Construction Co." Just as she came up to our portunity, the umbrella
11
and says its aim is "to build a tall Texas President, she was which the Vice-President ca
ries on the equal rights probetter America."
enchanted when he said with
gram for the government and
•
participated
has
Rsv.
Young
great relish "My! My! They
se 1
for the new Educain the Birmingham, St. Augus- saved the best for the last!"
staffing
tion Bill under the Office of
other
movetine,
Savannah
and
The rest of the evening for
len G. Edmonds, Dean of the Graduate
TSU WOMEN'S DAY SPEAKER—Shown duments as well as the now-in- Mrs, Woods, and active cain- Education at HEW directed by
School at the North Carolina College, Durring Tennessee State's seventh annual WomFrancis Keppell.
progress Alabama Project.
paigner during the last elecham, and the speaker for the Women's Day;
en's Day Observance are: left to right, BrenIn Dr. King's book, "Why tion, was one continuous Cloud Little news of the staffing or
Davis.
Delores
and
Women's
the
president
of
Simmons,
da J.
We Can't Wait", the rights 9!
the organization or the budget
Advisory Board at Tennessee State; Dr. He.
leader tells how Young went
public conBut charm is not only a is available for
abgut organizing student activisumption, but once an official
Southern c o m•
crity during the Birmingham
announcement is made the perit
modity:
ses. He stated
sonnel is set.
"Even children too young to also comes
At least one recent Negro apmarch requested and earned a from the Great
pointee balked when he found
pivie in our ranks. Once when Northwest. Vice ,
he would have no say in pickwe sent out a call for volun- President Huming his staff. Usually, only one
"We got a pretty he'lified situ- seminars hi 1947, ordained as . teers, six tiny youngsters re- phrey was reslow-paid Negro secretary is
some pret- a minister in the Congregation- sponded. And Young told them ponsible
for
ation down here
put in for color! And that is a
ty hellified policemen. So one a 'Church.
they were not old enough to go R e p. William
of the purposes of this movepun!
In 1954, he wooed his wife, to jail but that they could go Dawson's staff
ment is that we've got to love Jean, into marriage. For some to the library. 'You won't get director, Mrs.
and is about to pick a capable
the hell out of some white time he pastored a church in arrested there,' he said, 'but Christine
young woman for a top adminRayfiUMPHREY
folks."
Marion, Ala., his wife's home you might learn so.nething," Davis feeling both feminine istrative post!
The audience in -Montgomery's town. Mrs. Young, a schoo: King reparted.
Brim met, th
and talented at a meeting of Dr. Andrew F.
Beulah Baptist Church wildly teacher, attended Manchester
Assistant
ssistant Secretary of Com
At one point during the Bir- Capitol Hill staff directors.
applauded the Rev. Andrew College in Indiana and did her miagt.am demnstrations,
c
when
merre is carrying the "party
Ycung as he attemptei to state gesduatc work at Qiieene Col- ths whites began to move in the Mrs. Davis is one of t
line" to the John Q. Public.
title
and
women
with
her
the
in clear cut language the meth- lege at New York. The couple direction of compromise, meeton
Negro woman managing Speaking to a local group
od of non-violence warfare.
have three daughters, 4, 7 and 9. ings were called between the only
corn. the balance of payments, he
both
the
staff
and
the
Standing in the church pulpit, Young later pastored a church white Senior Citizens Council .
to
advice
precise
offered
the handsome, energetic minis. in Thomasville, Ga., for three and the rights leaders. During. mittee of a U. S. Representa- European-bound travelers:
ter, 33, still shivered from the years.
these sessions where proposals °ye'
"If you must travel abroad,
effects of having demonstrated
His association with the from both sides were weighed At this particular meeting,
several hours in freezing rain Sonthern Christian Leadeeehip an I argued, it was Young who she was the only woman. The stay for a shorter time and
spend less money!"
in front of the Courthouse in
took tits lead in proposing a Vice-President was careful not
speaks
Montgomery. It tad been a tirpeaceful settlemmt. Althoughlo say "gentlemen" only in his Dr, BrimmerS whose
ing day, anu the hundreds of
complen settlement was still a chat with the staff directors Mg engagements have taken
demonstrators who had come to
long way off, Young played a but always added "and Mrs.,hirn to Miami, Denver, Calitake part in the protests that
fornia, and Chicago recently
vital role in later developments Davis."
END OF THE MARCH
led to the Selma to Montgomery
that led to the victory of the A staunch Democrat, Mrs. also indicated that only 55 per
Civil right marchers walk to the courthouse
semble the stance of the Confederate soldier
march had been whipped by
movement in that hate-torn city. Davis was even more so after cent of the American public
in Brandon, Miss., after two-day, 11.mile
atop the civil war monument. The march gusty winds and panels of rain
travels outside their hometown
During the Selma demonstra- that meeting!
r !suiting from a tornado that
march protesting
voter discrimination,
ended without incident. (UPI Telephoto)
• • • •
and it is usually the same 55
tions in March, Young did his
had truched down in the vicinity
while an auxiliary policeman appears to rePreaching and teaching from the Congresswoman Patsy Mink per cent who continue to
of the capital city. Young conpt.lpit and from the front lines. (D. Hawaii) can attast to East- travel abroad.
Standing before clergy and ern charm when she describes The President has recorn"Today we stood in front of
newsmen from around the her warm working relationship mended to Americans that
the Courthouse for over three
Start' Fri. June I
1
2 billions that
world, as well as Negro and with the chairman of one of some of the $2/
hours protesting the brutality
white people who went to Selma her committees, Rep. Adam C. leaves the U. S. could be
of state troopers win local poout of discontent with the segre- Powell (D. N.Y.).
stopped if travelers "would see
lice officers who beat and
gationist system, the minister Rep. Charles C. Diggs (D. America first."
Fine! What
PITTSBURGH — (UPI)
THE
virseci us for exercising our
warned that no violence would Mich.) calls Mrs. Mink "the Negro wants to be first to via'\
Civil rights leader Roy Wilkins right of freedom of assembly.
CONTROVERSIAL SHOCK STORY OF OUR TIME
be tolerated at any time. He
,
;foresees widespread activity by Then, when we got back to our
rookie of the year." And right- Georgia's lovely Sea Island rein'
FINALLY REACHES THE SCREEN!
sa:d:
:Negro integrationist
groups ctrarches, we found we had
ly so. She will be even more sort!
"I realize that the state troopthis summer but he says it need made our witness in the midst
REV. ANDREW YOUNG
so in her home district — A note to Penn. constituers are lined up out there like
not be the "long, hot summer" of a tornado. And didn't that
ents: write your liberal Rethanks to Rep. Powell.
Conference came about under they want to start the civil war
of last year.
publican senator HUGH SCOTT
give us a shot in the spirit!
Pretty
and
Mite
Mrs.
Mink,
somewhat
unusual
circum- all over again, but son,e of the
and ask him why he paired
'I always hesitate to make a This proves what we've been
resident
of
Chicago,
once
a
stances.
first folks to get converted to
with Sen. Dick Russell (D.
prediction of a 'hot summer' be- saying all along, that we would
The minister had been work- the movement are the police- signed a bill for impacted funds Ga.) on the poll tax amendcause that always gives some rsther stand in the winds of
the
hill.
lust
three
months
on
men.
You're
mad.
We
are
all
crackpot an idea," the executive adversity than return to the inr, with the National Council of
ment. By pairing in such an
mad. But I don't want no Ne- The bill was important to Mre.
idirector of the National Associa- warm, segregated places in Churches in New York, and had
odd bipartisan manner, he
Mink's
people.
gro
or
anybody
else
getting
me
for some time directed the Deition for the Advancement of life."
killec' because he didn't have Rarely does a fi'eshman nullified his positive vote!
The audience in Beulah Bap- partment of Youth. Although
Colored People said.
Wilkins,
the
able
sense
enough to leave his legislator get such an oppor- Roy
ti
,
.e
pcsition was full of chat"We learned from last sum- tist Church conFisted of a variswitchblade at home.
tunity. But it's all a part of NAACP director scored anety of clergymen from all over krges, its activities dealt with
mer," he said.
"A lot of you white folks are the plan to keep the Demo- other "first" in his illustrious
Wilkins said that although the united States, college stu- predominantly white youths and
just as bad. But, you cannot in- cratic majority on the House career the other day. RecentS'ths fight for equality" would dents and professors, newsmen ,offered little consolation to the
ly touring Berlin. London and
dulge a martyr's complex.
00
;continue, "we need not have and local Negroes. It came at.minister who wanted to be "We cannot allow our frustra- side by making the freshmen Paris for the State Departtensions, upteavals and riots." a 'ime when Dr. King was hold- more involved with the prog- tion and anger to boil over. look good to the constituents, ment, his "debriefing" session
Wilkins attended a banquet of i..g closed meetings with state ress of his people in the South. That would not only be immoral, back home.
wife, Jean,. told the DERep. Powell put his "charm"1 was so successful State De;the Negro Educational Emerg- officials'io clear up loose ends His
CONCEIVED IN LOVE
ri.INDER, "We hadn't planned but it would be impractical. where it counts most to his partment biggies applauded
-.DELIVERED INTO W V.
ency Drive (NEED) attended isvolved in the almost certain to stay north, and as the sit-ins Here we work on the basis of
hard working Education and him! Mr. Wilkins was articuto be 50 mile march.
late, relaxed and very im;by 800 civic and industry lead.
and other demonstrations began a philosophy of dynamic, active Labor Committe member.
An hour or so earlier in one
love.
We
know
all
about
Walpressive in Europe and at the
to ir.crease we began tc long
i ers.
.
•
•
•
cf Dr. King's headquarters, his
de-briefing. He's sure to be
for an opportunity to work in lace. We know he is lacking in
spirit had infected a small
sensitivity.
moral
The
Washington
political
gosent
again!
this area."
group of "raring-to-go" ministers. "You all ready to march'?" Andy's ambition was realized
he asked them. "Better get' when thc Field Foundation selsome comfortable shoes," he ected the American Missionary
Association of the United
advised.
Andy, as he is called by near- Church Board for Homeland
ly everyone, had not always in- Ministries to receive a grant to
dulged in this kind of rousing administer a citizenship education program in conjunction
oraton. Unlike the Baptist and
with SCLC. Young turned out to
Methodist ministers in the
be the best ma, for the job,
movement, whose rolling voices
$150 per.
in increasing amounts. An
are so soul stirring, Young ac- and was sent to the Dorchester PHILADELPHIA -- (UPI) —
Community Center in Ga. as From a $50 per week job to a But that is one employment abandoned police department
cording to a colleague, had to,
$150 per week position is the success story.
building was leased for $1 a
"acquire" the pi eaching habits director of citizenship training.
There he helped train field Horatio Algar-like saga of a A third-generation domestic year.
that •.ppeal to a people whose
former janitor now holding is trained as a waitress and is The program also attempts to
long suffering requires some- workerr in the difficult and
dangerous task of working in down the machine tool job at promoted to restaurant night keep up with changing emploything more than fact.
manager in three months. A er demands and training to
Deep South counties geling NeBorn in New Orleans, Andy groes to register to vote. The
$50 per week truck driver suit these needs is initiated.
war one of two sons of a pros- program continues, and
learns welding and gets a job "Wt! keep on top of it,"
is open
paling dentist. His mother was to everyone,
paying twice 28 much.
Threatt explained.
whites included.
NOW—BE A
a secretary. Andy attended the
A small group of Charlotte OIC has made a request to
Y,
•tng, however, eventually
Gilbert Academy and lat r How- became true deeply
Negroes last week heard how the Office of Economic Opporinvolved
SECRETARY such
ard University and Hartford in the direct
success stories could be portunity for a $2 million grant.
action of SCLC and
Seminary. He came out of the now works for it on a full
realized. Opening such job It expects to get it and, accord.
time
vistas for Charlotte was J. L. Ing to Threatt, have 5,000 peoThreatt, an articulate Philadel- ple in training by the end
phian who is a representative the year.
OTHER COURSES:
for that city's Opportunities In- . Dr. John Cunningham. who
Executive Sec re to ri a I, dustrialization Center (01C), a pledged the assistance of the
widely publicized self-help pro- Mayor's Committee on
Junior Accounting, Higher !gram for Negroes and whites munity Relations whichComhe
who are the city's "dropouts, heads, hopes to start a similar
CENTRAL-UNITS • WINDOW -UNITS Accounting, Business Ad- 'kickedouts
and leftouts."
program in Charlotte.
ministration, Retail Mer- Threatt, speaking at Johnson
FANS
Deny It Or...
Salesmanship C. Smith university, said:
chandising,
"We feel that training is the WASHINGTON —
(UPI) —
Home Remodeling — Den Additions •
(Fieldwork), Civil Service, answer to the Negro need." lie Rep. Raymond
F. Clevenger,
addressed
31
ministers
and D-Mich., fired off the following
Kitchens Remodeled
Free Placement Service,
professional people assembled
to John Bailey, DemoF.H.A. and CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
New Classes Day and Night by E. L. Henderson, represen- telegram
cratic
national
committee
tative
for
the
Catawba
Synod
1965.
chairman:
FREE ESTIMATES
Begin June 7,
of the United Presbyterian "The Michigan
Republican
Coll or Write
church.
state chairmen has held a
OIC was started In 1963 by the meeting in
Munsing, Mich., in
Rev. Leon Sullivan of Philadel- which it was
*4.
alleged that you
I HI.!.'1
phia. It was concentrated in are
FURNITURE
CF.RVIC-F,*
&
furnishing
me with free air
APPLIANCE CO.
HANK
North Philadelphia — one of travel tickets
for
61EXII4LI,TINNIL
my many trips
ZiPOGIT Ito:.+UMNCE
the city's poorer districts, and back to
1284 Jackson Av•.
275-8451
the 11.th dialtict of
•
492 Vance Avenue
initially involved only private Michigan
money. Business got behind it "Pleaae
Phone 527-4917
deny story or se
.•••••=mor-vmnymanuanno. and donations began coming in tho
tickets."
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Miss. Students To Spend 7 Operation Head Start
Weeks In U. Of Iowa Project IA Break For The Poor
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IOWA CITY, Iowa — Round- tor of the summer project. tions to: MSP, Box 880, Iowa
This means that they are beBY CONGRESSMAN
rip bus, tickets were mailed to They are to promote cultural City', Iowa.
hind the ot...er children in their
GEORGE GRIDER
Negro students at Rust Col- exchange between the people of In the past, the Iowa City
lege, Holly Spring, Miss., so Iowa City and the students of MSP has conducted a city-wide One of the, most hopeful ex- classes all the way through.
that the students can spend sev- Rust College, to provide these drive for children's clothing. periments in thz anti-poverty school. Th:y are the potential
en weeks this summer in the students with the basic tools of food, toys and recreational program begins as the school drop-outs who will not be able
to find a job. They will join their
University of Iowa community. learning that might have been equipment for distribution in year ends.
The plan to bring Rust Col- denied them in earlier educa- the Holly Springs area. More This program has a title which parents on relief and welfare
lege students to Iowa City is tional experiences, and to make than 200 city residents partici- describes its r ission: "Proj- rolls. The vicious poverty cycle
a project of the Mississippi them more effective members pated in that project. MSP ect Head Start."
will continue.
members have donated books It is designed to prepare
Support Program (MSP), which of their community.
HELP TAXPAYER
is supported by U. of I. faculty The academic classes plan- and money to the Rust College more than a half-mi:lion poor The money being
spent in ShelI, how.
and students and townspeople ned for the students will be library and have sponsored ex- children to enter the first grade by County
this summer will be
here. The purpose of MSP is to held in University classrooms. change programs in which next September. Many of them a
great saving to the taxpayer
coming
promote mutual understanding Students will also have the Rust College faculty members are from families that have
e days:
between the people of Iowa chance to use all University were brought to Iowa City and been on the welfare rolls for two if it stimulates a child enough to
keep him in school until he reQT.
facilities, including its libra- MSP members went to Holly or three generations.
City and Holly Springs.
ceives
an education that will
is the
ries.
Springs.
The sponsors believe this
Memphis and Sheldy County
OLD GRADS RETURN—After SO years,
ston, Okla,, a retired school-teacher; Mrs.
)110 OS
summer's project is the first Funds for the project are ad- The MSP idea began in Iowa have schools systems among the permit him to get a good job
these members of the Philander Smith colBruce Neale, a housewife, and her husband,
id proto
and
similar
keep
groups
it.
there
are
and
Unithe
through
ministered
it
is
such undertaking that has been
largest in the country, so
lege class of 1915 returned to celebrate their
Mr. Neale, a retired teacher, now living In
Opporattempted without federal or versity of Iowa Foundation. the Iowa City organization in fitting that our community is Under "Project Head Start"
golden reunion at the campus in Little Rock.
PresNew Orleans. Mrs. Brown is the daughter
Persons interested in support- Davenport, Waterloo and Cedar receiving one of the largest professional teachers and an
state financial support.
From left are Dr. Fred Johnson, a dentist,
al Opof the late James Monroe Cox, second presThe total cost of the project ing MSP may send contribu- Rapids.
grants in the country fiom the army of volunteers — mostly
.
undo
Chicago; Mrs. Maude Cox Brown, Langident of the college.
estimated at $3,380. MSP
Office of Economic Opportunity parents from poor neighborrit ci
to: this program.
embers have raised more
hoods
—
will
introduce
these
La proand an assistant Sunday school
For eight weeks this summer, children to a world they have
than $1,500 and are soliciting
nt and
children will participate not seen before.
teacher.
7,170
support
at
local
churches,
civEduce83
Start
at
Head
in Project
Mrs. Gordon is group chairic organizations and U. of I.
rice of
T b e This will give the youngsters
neighborhood centers.
man for the Shelby County
•
!fed by
•
fraternities to help raise the
federal grant to Memphis is a fighting chance to enter school
Teachers Conference.
balance.
al,u86,ut10. lite city and county with a better preparation for beShe is the wife of Frank GorBEACH, Fla. — diffe-ent levels in their school'ling or
,coming
a
normal
The students, ranging in age DAYTONA
will
be
student.
e
cost
By
share
of
tt
don of Arlington, Tenn., and
Dr. Richard V. Moore, presi- ing and of varied cultural 21,420.
budget
help
tog
to
change
an
Mrs.
Elmii
a
•I
attitude
Anderson
Gorshe
of
serves
as
chairman
to
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
prom 18 to 22 years, represent dent of Bethune-Cookman Col- backgrounds. Each teacher in
C confear or hostility into one of ef- don has been selected by a Aid to Education Committee Westbrook.
a wide range Of academic disci- lege received notification from the Institut, will observe and Is it worth it?
official
fort
and
hope,
"Project Head committee under the National
plines and professional aspira- Miss Florence Anderson, sec- teach in a special reading clin- Ask the school teaelacrs in
he perStart" will succeed.
which will enroll children Memphis and Shelby County
Defense Education Act to attions. Five of them are mathe- retary of the Carnegie Corpora- ic,
York, informing from grades one-12.
LEARN SLOWLY
tend the Summer Institute for
matics majors, five are English tion in New
gro 8pBethune-Cookman Col- At the Institute, the teachers They will tell you that most
that
him
School Librarians at Appalachifound
majors and others are major- lege has been approved for a will plan ways to share their
children from very poor famian State Teachers college in
n picking in history, social science grant of $50,000 to support a newly acquired 'earnings with lies learn more slowly, speak
Boone, N.C.
nly one
respecand chemistry. Ten want to six week summer institute in other teachers in their
If you are clean and tired of ,high rates
are
ary is
The college is located in the
tive counties. They will also de- later.and not as well, and
30
for
instruction
reading
become teachers, one looks forcuriosity
and
in
their
limited
at is a
beautiful
Blue
Rine
programs
Mountains
If you have lost your license
reading
special
vise
DALLAS — (U1'1) — Fifteen
school teachers.
ward to a career in commer- Florida
imagination. M ost of these thousand delegates began as- in the northwestern part of the
Teachers in the schools of for their schools. During the
If
you are about to loose your license
capable
cial art, another wants to. be Brevard, Duval, Flager, Lake, school year they will be given yoi ngsters are afraid of the sembling in Dallas for the South- state.
admina writer, another a doctor.
If
you
need an SR-22 filing at once
Marion, Orange, Putnam. St. help with these projects by one world outside their environment. ern Baptist Convention which Mrs. Gordon has been emthe Insti- Many fail the first grade; oth- will be concerned with missions ployed at Barrett's Chapel
Each student will be the Johns, Seminole and Volusia of the instructors in
for
employed
be
and
ler, th
will
If
tute,
who
through.
you
get
evangelism
have
ers
just
barely
and
High
under age 25 problems
touch only
school since she was
attend.
duest of a local family and will Counties are eligible to
lightly on the nation's racial graduated from Tennessee State
Corn.
The Institute will be under a 12-month period.
If you need free help, advice, quick
in regularly sche"party
orob'ems.
University in Nashville with
the direction of John Spagnoli,
duled family activities as well director of the Reading Clinic
The convention officially opens the class of 1959.
Public.
and efficient service, call Now!!
as the program outlined by
in memorial auditorium.. Dr. She is a
oup OR
for Dade County Public School
member of Fullview
MSP members.
Wayne
Dehoney.
,
Ms, he
president
of
the
9484775 or 948-7776
System.
Baptist church, Ellendale, where
convention and its 10.5 million
cc to
The students are expected to Assisting Spagnoli will be
members, said he did not know
rs:
arrive in Iowa City June 13 and
to what lengths the race issue gambling, liquor and enemies of
will return to Mississippi Aug. Machines Have Charm?
abroad,
would hr. discussed.
1. While here, they will attend Television is the wonder-boy
separation of church and state
me and
Browning W. Ware, pastor of should Lice some time out for
special academic classes taught of the present day. Perhaps it
anThe
(NPI)
—
ATLANTA
—
Calder Baptist Church of Beau- "conflicts of human relations,
by volunteer faculty members is now its turn to last several
speakS. Dismont, Tex., said some preachers at:equate education and pover'and graduate students from the centuries. We don't know. We nounced retirement of U.
taken
Aug.
Sloan
on
Judge
Boyd
trict
who spend all their time fighting ty."
U of I. Some will also work at trust, however, it will age
r, Caliinitiatmoves
being
t$
has
led
1,
part-time jobs and all will have gracefully and when it is finalecently
loappointment
of
a
the.
ed
for
the opportunity to attend social ly overtaken, it will step down
55 per
cal Negro attorney, Donald L.
and cultural events in Iowa to its new area of function — Hollowell, to fill the coming vacpublic
City
on
the
campus.
whatever it be — with a little ancy.
metown
MSP members estimate the more charm than is being ex- State Sen. Leroy Johnson, one
ame 55
cost to be $160 per student for hibited by its older brother at of two Negroes in the Georgia
me to
the seven week program. This the present time.
Senate, dispatched a letter to
a mount includes transportation Mrs. Christine Eve, visiting John Bailey, national Democra- TRAINING IN TEXAS — Airrecomat
Beto and from Iowa City, lunches professor of education
tic committee chairman, which man Thomas L. Elrod, Jr., son
s that
'ive days a week at to
o Iowa thune-Cookman College, and a read in part:
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
na that
CounDade
clinician
in
't'morial
Union
cafeteria, reading
"I strongly recommend that Elrod, Sr., of 1331 Airways
aid be
Isabelle
Mrs.
influence
and
oftogether
with
use
your
•dical insurance, books and ty,
you
blvd., has been selected for
uld see
M. Ambrose, who is in charge fice for the appointment of Atty. training as an air policeman at
! What
at
Beprogram
judgeship.
reading
Hollowell
to
the
of
the
lie project has three priLackland AFB, Tex. Be is a
to viai
"There is need, without clues 1962 graduate of Booker T.
y goals, according to MSP thune-Cookman College. •
and relllr
The Institute will focus on the tion, in the South for an able Was!ington High school and
tuber John Huntley, assote professor of English at theory and problems of teach- conscientious qualified Negro former student at Washburn
onstitutn. University and co-ordina- ing reading to youngsters at lawyer on the Federal bench, university, Topeka, Kans.
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Bethune Cookman Gets
$50,000 Reading Grant

Mrs. Elmira Gordon To
Study Library Science

Skirt Race In
Baptist Meeting
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"Dexter changed my point of view.

"We'd been to a late party and somehow
my cigarettes were tasting pretty flat.

"He said I should try Kool.
"I was doubtful, but you really can taste
that extra coolness...just like they say.
"I've switched to Kool
and I'm sticking with them.
"Dexter is so clever."

Fill in ord•r blank below or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397
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Demonmittee
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free air
my trips
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Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number

Come up to Kool Filter Kings
Mail the ahove to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
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Fla. Town Nixes'
'Rights' Unit
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (NPI)
— The state house governmental reorganizing committee decided recently that it wants nothing do do with a Civil Rights
Commission—by w h ate ye r
name —and killed Dade Rep.
Robert Shevin's bill to set up
a "Human Relations commis
mon."
It was a close vote — six to
five — against.
Shevin's roposal was to set
up an organization under the
governor's office which would
hear all complaints of alleged
discrimination. It would not
have had punitive powers, only
powors of persuasion.
Shevin had though it might
have a good chance because the
fkeral Civil Rights Act provided that where there is a
state CJIMINSSIOD, the federal
body will stay out.
"In other words, I thought
this would appeal to those who
believe in state's rights," he
said.

UNIFORMS
Who, Sward, Disoconoss,
Marlton. of Church,
triunes, Missionary,
Pram Gond
Nylon, Daaon, Cotton.
Poplin, Silos 5 to 52
Long, Short and 42 Sloes.,
INNIS ION ODORS
ASS O5G41111ATIONII
Lowest Prim, Arailabl•
NNE FOR FREE CATALOG .#7

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 M St., NE.
45 Whit•holt St., S.W.
Atlanto 3, Goorgla
Washington SO C.
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A LIFE MEMBERSHIP —Bishop J. 0. Patterson, General
secretary of the Church of God In Christ, founded by the late
Bishop C. II. Mason, presents a check for payment on NAACP Life Membership to Jesse H. Turner, vice-chairman of the National Board of NAACP and president of the
Memphis Branch,

he believed things were moving forward in Africa and that
"the future looks bright."
LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI) —,ant secretary of slate for Afri
Ile expressed great confiU.S. Ambassadors from West:can Affairs said African coondunce on the development of
significant
and North Africa were told hereltries were "making
:by a top U.S. Presidential aide progress in their efforts to Nigeria and that foundation‘
that African problems require work out economic systems were being laid in education.
that meet their own needs." !agriculture and industiy for "a
African solutions.
G. Mennen Williams, assist- Williams told the diplomats'strong United Nation."

Expresses Faith In African Ability

PLAY T.
ES 1 NI GO
7 2.4 31 5761
13.16 435663
11 2.17.1:6064
4 19345169
1 28334765

ST. MARK SUNDAY SCHOOL—The above picture shows
the proud faces of members of the Sunday School at St.
:Vail( Baptist church located at 686 Sycamore St. in Collierville, Tenn. Rev, II. P. Sandridge is pastor and Wilbert
Moore superintendent. The Sunday School has an enrollment
of 80. Mrs. Minnie Jackson, Mrs. Rachel Moore, Mrs. Bes-

a. Relations Unit
i Won Clerical
Jobs. For Negroes In 8 Retail Stores
same feeling was expressed by milled or hiring Negroes include
Grant's manager, E. T. Kim- Dixie City, Woolworth's, Galbrough. Two Negro salos‘,,,e.ren lant-Belk department store. Mil
ner's women wear and MeLt
were hired, "and we are just
Ian's five-at.d•dime store.
said.
he
tl.em,"
pleased inith
Each hired one Negro clerk.
Although the training school Excluding sears, hiring in the
,stores has resulted in seven reWas not held, Negroes were hit
rd v ithout it. Other stires out. tail sales positions to Negroes.
------ —
•

GAINESVILLE, Ga. — (NPI) by Charles Thurmond, presi—Indicative that the South is.dent J. D. Jewell, Inc., a large
recognizing a new Negro in the 'poultry packing company which
widening probleni of adjust- employs nany Negroes.
ment, as the work of a newly, A huge new Sears, Roebuck
form td group headed by Negroloutlet, scheduled to open irxt
high school saidents, called theimonth, has already hired "live
Gainesville Improvement as-, Negroes as sales clerk-trainees
and is "looking for Trion," The
sociation.
The results is a new relatively
more progressive South. The
problem was described as one
of "post-war relations" between
the races.
When the GIA was formed six
weeks ago, it announced that it
wanted the city's downtown,
• ••
women's wear and five-and-ten
cents stores to hire Negro
In contrast to Bogalusa, for modations," ISi.nt man said.
By AL KUETTNER
clerks.
United Press International
example, there was Spartan- A member of the city court.
The W. T. Grant department
ell just happened to be owner
store was the focal point. Locat- Another Southern city came to burg. S.C. Two summers ago,
of a (ham of drug stores.
ed on the edge of the Negro corn- terms this week with the racial the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People "The lunch coimters of my
munity, it was GIA's first target' revolution.
'emonstrai
held its South Caro-drug stores will be desegrated
in protest to The most optimistic observers (NAACP)
for C
this afternoon," the councilman
the store's collective employ-.(eel that t ...dal peace is still a lina state conference in early
told Newman. "Wot !d ycu conment practices.
1 shaky truce in the East Lools- ! June. It was announced prior to
the NAACP °der that an act of goad faith?"
A series of emergency meet-[lona town of Bogalusa, b u t o'the meeting that
- Yes, indeed I would," New.
ings during weekend of last April' stcrt has been made. The wind, would back major racial demon- man
answered.
caused mercheints, with up will depend largely on the a t.Istrations in key cities of the,' Out of those n2gotiations gre
I
Spartanburg.
Grant's in the lead, to capitu- titude of outside racial groups,state, among them
coinbiracial
Spartanburg's
of' Final 0041 were to be made at mittee. The city's pu:dic faciliprincipally the Congress
ate.
the state conference.
Representatives of tikht re • Racial Equality (CORE).
been
have
desegregated al'
ties
tail stores committed them- Bogalusa Mayor Jesse Cutrer, Without waiting f o r t he most without incident and the
SpPrtcnburg's
act,
to
selves not only to hire one or , announced that all city ordin-iNAACP
committee is now working on
segregation city government acted first, the task of upgrading Negroes
more Negro sales clerks, but ances requiring
special
at
a
and
Stoddard
otter
I,.
Robert
Ne-IMayor
also to
mtlwould be repealed and that
in jobs.
h a l groes would have better job op-!city council representatives sat
course tra.ning school t-•
would gi:n rantee a steady sup- portunities and better facilities down with th2 NAACP leader.
!ship. a group once a hated sy m- Horse-Drqwn Cart
ply of qualified Negro appli- in their neighborhoods.
cants.
The Bogalusa decision cametrol of racial agitation to most
Did you know that the Good.
John Harris, 17-year-old GIA after months of growing racial white South Carolinians.
will Industries' clothing bag
president, won a promise of two strife. In the long racial transi• As the biracial meeting broke
dates back to the turn of the
seats for his organization on Lion period, change has been w itilout fanfare and almost withcentury, when empty burlap
the citi's official bi-racial corn- hard for some cities, easy for out publicity.
The meeting led to peaceful bags, donated by a Boston colmittee. This group is headed others.
desegregation in Spartanburg, fee merchant, were distributed
up, Dequincy Newman, the' to householders of Boston's
NAACP official, was asked, wealthy Back Bay section?
state
'undo, anon et
had anything further tol When filled, the bags were
he
if
horn* daliv••••
picked up by the workers of
say.
milk
"Yes, we would consider it an Morgan Memorial, prototype of
act of good faith if a start all 128 Goodwill Industries in
b2 made toward &scare- operation today, and loaded on14. each time you buy 2 half-ganors ol could
gation of a few public accom-I to a horse drawn cart.
Tififljjjjj
lilluIlliul
lIlflhIIuIil

eel Bogalusa Ram!
p
eace Shaky ut
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MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
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Get your FREE BINGO Cards at Big Star. See T.V. Bingo every week
day (11:30-12 Noon). T.V. Bingo Jackpot starts at $50.00 and every
day there is no winner another $50.00 will be added to the jackpot.

sic Jones, Miss Elizabeth Wilson, and James Jones serve
as teachers. The motto of the school is: "We have the love
of God and for little children, youth and adults. Love is more
than all its ingredients," and "Say more, pray more, and •
can do more."

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUM! 876
527-5508
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FEPC Leader Hyde Park Honors Its
Quits Post Top 8th Grade Pupils

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Miss ed a major scholarship to PhiPatricia McDaniels, a Philan- lander Smith college and ender Smith college sophomore, tered the freshman class in
j Walter W. Williams. 14 yearlwith E. C. Stimbert, Superinhas been selected as a Cath41"4"1"."41.4"."4"....""m"...w."6,00"1"1.11.1"•••0111MMIllemennee
City
Memphis
of
1963. A biology major and naJoseph Welcome, Jr. has rem old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim tendent
erine Hughes Waddell Junior
oesti speaker, of
Schools as
to attend Wellesey eolege, tural science minor, she plans signed from his position as ex- Williams of 2011 Amity Avenue,
principal
hand
Wellesley, Mass., for the 1955- a career as a research biolo- ecutive director o: the Gary was cited recently as Hyde Hyde Park School.
gist.
66 school year.
Fair Employment Practices Park School's most outstand
The student has been on the
The credentials of Miss McCommission to accept an Indus- ing eighth grade student.
Daniels were reviewed by the Dean's List each semester, and
Committee was granted a Rockefeller Cial relations post with Allied l His work in the seventh and
UNCF Selection
Radio Corporation, th • world's eighth grades revealed that he
and Wellesley College Selection
largeft distributor of electronic , had used his unusual ability.
Committee. She is one of the
initiative, and enthusiasm to
0 juniors attending the 33
mit r mulls.
greatest effectiveness in mar:UNCF member schools selectcame to Cary
Welcome
ti-ring the skills necessary
ed by the committees, and will
to
thinefill
with
in
1960
position
a
place him first on the princireceive full scholarship of tuiUrban I.eague of Gars:.
pal's honor-roll for two conse- The Memphis branch of the
tion, room and board, and traI NAACP will intensify its "diTwo yi ars later the lair Em- cutive years. .
vel expenses.
Miss McDaniels ranked numployiornt Practice Commission As most teenagers. he has t'ect action" campaign against
Lowenstein's Department
ber one in her gradogling class
appoirted him es its executive desires of being a great ath.ithe
at Washington High School in
lete, but his greater ambition istore in an effort to get the
director.
El Dorado, Ark., where she
lies in the field of commercial firm to grant equal employAr. alumnus of Morehouse artist. Two of his paintings!ment opportunities for Negroes.
belonged to the National Honor
Society, .of which she was secCollege and New York Univer- were entered in the Internation-! Rev. Reuben Green ,ehairDepartment
retary-treasurer :and w a s
sity's School of Public Admin. at School Art Exchange Pro- i man of the NAACP
president of her class two
gram of the American Red .Store Employment Committee.
istiation, he holds professional
years.
Crossersandwere selected as said this week that demonstramembership in the American
I(ions will be from one to sevON YEARBOOK STAFF
Socioty for Public Administra- Other top honor students cral days a week.
She was also president of the
Student body, the Arkansas
tion. Industrial Relations As- were: Ralph Allen, Jo Ann' Last Saturday, demonstrators
State 4.H club, and aws a
sociation of Chicago ac.1 Nation- Guy, Dorothy Jackson. John- formed human chains to block
member of the speech club and
PATRICIA McDANIELS
at i ssoc:ation of Intergroup Re-Fells Johnson, Otis Johnson, the entrances to the store and
yearbook staff. She played in
Sheila Scullock and Johnnie La- tied up store traffic for about
tat
ons Officials.
65.
1964
in
She
scholarship
held
the band for five years.
30 minutes.
is'
"
activities
community
Iii
of
title
UNCF"
the
"Miss
of
Miss McDaniels was awardthe other The branch has asked that all
the college for the past year. have been wi,h various civic ' These students and
, grade students of Hyde citizens withdraw patronAge
l pighlt
'e
At Philander Smith, Miss social and fraternal organize-, ar were honored with a 0- irons Lowenstein's until it drops
McDaniels participates in the lions and the United Presbyter- k.eption in the school cafeteria its discriminatory hiring poll.
Collegiate Band, and is a mem- ian Church in the U.S A.
I following the final assembly cy.
ber of the Social Science club,
the Pre-Alumni association, the
:::........
All-Campus Commission, Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority, and the
Alpha Kappa Mu Honor SocieASHEVILLE, N.C. — (UPI) ty. Her favorite sports are bas—The people of western North ketball
and football, and her
Carolina's mountain area rehobbies are cooking, reading,
sponded to the plight of a Netalking and creative writing.
gro family and raised $3,000 to
years. Participating will be 29 public
PLANNING GUIDANCE INSTITUTE —
Miss McDaniels will arrive
send a 13-month old boy to New
will
who
states
10
from
counselors
school
Dr. M. I. Claiborne and Dr. F. J. D. McKinon the Wellesley college camYork for cancer treatment.
faculty
WORLD'S FINEST AND MOST BEAUTIFUL
six-member
the
assemble under
ney check plans for Tennessee State uniThe campaign to raise $5,0110 pus on Sept. 12.
and include Nashville's Dr, Joseph Ray, an
versity's seventh annual Counseling and
ROOM AIR -CONDITIONER
to send little Patrick James to
industrial psycoholgist, as visiting special. New York Memorial Hospital
Guidance Institute to be held on the Nash.
ist, and the TSU's department Dr. Gilda collected $3,000 in a single day.
vette campus June 21-July 30. The InstiGreenberg, Dr. Calvin Atchison, Mrs. Edna The campaign was headed by
tute will be under the direction of pyschoLockert, as well as Drs. Clairborne and
Asheville police chief A. R.
logy Prof. McKinney fo rtbe first time. Dr.
McKinnes.
Studer and conducted by the
Catiborne, head of the pyschology departpolice department, the Ashement, has been in charge for the past six
ville Ca ii c e r Institute and St. James AME Church will
Mayor Joe Smitherman and WLOS-TV.
observe Women's Day Sunday,
other city officials decided it Doctors said the child, son of June 6. The morning speaker
would be a good Idea."
Mr. and Mrs. Shule James of will be Mrs. Gussie Young of
A huge banner was stretched Asheville, is suffering from a Avery Chapel AME Church. At
across the main street, pro- rare type of cancer but stood 3 p.m. Miss Cornelia Sanders
a chance if the baby could be of First Baptist Chelsea will
"Selma
Welcomes
claiming
taken to New York for treat- serve as speaker.
SELMA, Ala — (UPI) —Po- do their shopping in Selma,
Friendship."
ment.
The public is invited. Mrs.
lice arrested about 60 Negroes which has been plagued by raA demonstrator said before The parents planned to de- Lula C. Ephraim is chairman
and whites for staging civil cial trouble for months.
rights demonstrations during Baker and city policemen the protests began "We'll show part with the baby by plane and Rev. H. L. Starks is the
past,pr.
them our kind of friendship." Monday.
"Selma Friendship Day."
Ap.
watched the demonstrators outPolice Chief Wilson Baker
the jail and occasionally
side
custody
into
taken
said those
were charged with parading in made arrests when they befront of downtown stores or dis- came too loud. A group of six
orderly conduct.
white girls was taken into cusSome 150-200 demonstrators tody from among the demonlater gathered in front of the strators.
'il and sang "freedom songs" Another six to eight persons
ose inside joined the sing- were arrested outside the Albert Hotel, headquarters for
e.
"Friendship Day" was organ- the "Friendship' Day" activiized by Birmingham attorney ties.
Earl Hall in an effort to give
Hall a inouneed "Friendship
this Black (Soil) Belt area's Day" earlier this month but
economy "a shot in the arm." cancelled it when he was told
Alabama families from through- it might bring "negative reacout the state were invited to'tion." Later. Hall said, Selma
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GIANT 18,000 BTU HEAVY DUTY UNIT ...

oap

Just naturally good

SALE- PAINT-SALE

BURK-HALL SPRING PAINT SALE

SPEAS
MEGA

eomPleie

PAINT SERVICE

PURE APPLE CIDER OR DISTILLED

Say SPEA,
— plea$e
FREE! 28-page booklet "Why

Didn't Someone Tell Me About All
These Uses for Vinegar?" Write SPEAS
COMPANY, 2400 Nicholson Ass.
Kansas City, Mo.

•PAINTING CONTRACTORS
•BUILD'NG CONTRACTORS
•MAINTENANCE
co**.eku.aucts*i. SMATAKell
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...most popular trend in
today's home exteriors

Copplat• decor compatibility! Only the Imperials hov• the complete decor cornpatibility made possible by the Decorator Panel. It's instantly r•versibl• from
vinyl-on-steel walnut grain face to one of equally handsome textured beige. The
Decorotor Panel enables almost unlimited styling convertibility. Beautiful,
blendabl• ic• beige cabinet finish. Fits anywhere! The Polystyrene Grille?
gold that enrich•s
It's neutral beige. Attractive! Subdued' The trim? It's satin
an already beautiful addition for your home. Overall, the design is clean, simple
and functional. Altogether, Imperial's the most BTUH cooling capacities rang•
from 6,400 through 18,000, enough for almost any living room or family room.

Cool An Entire
Average
5-Room Home

NO
MONEY
DOWN

$1n81
Only
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TIME WAS WHEN almost all homes
were painted white. Today. in ell
typ•s of architecture, from formal to
modern, there's a new creative dor•
ing in the use of color,
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NEW AND LIGHTER HUES- gray,
and
light green, yellow, pink, blueAmeri,
soft tones of brown- •nhanc•
chat•
colors,
ca's homes. In d••per
cool it on outstanding fovorit,
& DECK ENAMEL
I gloss, durable, quick drying
namel for interior or exterior use
an wood, concrete or linoleum
'floors. One coat covers previously
Lpointed surfaces.
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Air DOW adjustabilltyl These photos illustrate the various
fingertip-responsive adjustments most-often used with the
patented Airtemp Air Door. Door holds firmly at 15', 45' and
90" angles to your preference. Vanes direct airflow to sides.
PICK UP YOUR PHONE AND MAKE
THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS AT

TO CHOOSE FROM
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
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Cultural Deprivation
Much intellectual drama was
unfolded in the debate in which
Administration policies in Viet
Nam were alternately denounced and defended during
an all-day and nearly all-night
session recently.
This unprecedented dialogue
between those who are charged
with the responsibility of executing the U. S. foreign policy,
and college students who are
critical of that policy, opens a
new era of bi-lateral interest.
This melange of intellectual
with political activities, was,
for years, one of the characteristics th at distinguished
European University students
from the American.
While U. S. collegiates drained out their kinetic energy on
panty raids, goldfish-eating, and
telephone-booth crowding, the
collegiates across the seas were
busy examining and challenging governmental policies both
in the national and international fields.
The change in U. S. students'
orientation and concern should
be welcome as a healthy sign
of maturity that had been too
long delayed.
So far, so good. But what of
the Negro student in predominantly Negro colleges and Universities? Is there a similar intellectual awakening that can
be discerned by the communiity?
The inquiry is important. It
tends to shed light on the academic or intellectual state of
the segregated institutions. A
great debate went on at onehundred campuses in thirtyfive states without a single
Negro college participating in
it. It was the most comprehensive and civilized public forum
on our government involvement in Southeast Asia that
has ever been promoted in college circles.
The absence of the Negro
colleges would seem to indicate

either a regrettable lack of motivation or insufficient insight
into world affairs.
An article in the Carnegie
Corporation of New Yor
Quarterly reports that fiscal
starvation has played havoc
with our schools. According to
the American Council on Education, the combined library
facilities of all the Negro colleges are smaller than the library facilities of any one of a
dozen state universities. The
faculties are harshly overworked and- underpaid. Many teachers can do little reading, let
alone research, under the staggeringly heavy teaching loads
they carry during the academic
year.
The deprivation of the Negro
colleges has been spiritual as
well as financial. Here, poverty
and segregation have worked
together to impose isolation,
hateful in any aspect of life
and most bitter in the academic, which supposedly transcends
all barriers.
Far from the mainstream of
American academic life, the
average Negro teacher has
been denied easy access to
models of standards, of techniques, of new approaches to
subject matter and to teaching.
Most of the studerits entering those colleges are ill-prepared for higher education.
They come from segregated
secondary schools that are under-equipped, and understaffed
by teachers who are themselves
victims of the same system.
These painful handicaps account a great deal for the intellectual apathy a n d disinterestedness in political matters that have meaning to those
who have time and leisure to
pursue them. We thus suffer
from an intellectual paucity
that must be charged to cultural deprivation of which segregation is the root cause.

Summer-Job Plan
An experiment, is going on
in New York that holds promise of healthy, constructive social consequences. A city-wide
coordinating committee of Protestant and Roman Catholic
churchrhen plans to provide two
months of summer employment and recreation for 2,200
youths from Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant.
About half the funds for the
program, or $250,000, will be
contributed by private foundations and churches. The remainder will come from the
city government under the
Neighborhood Youth Corps section of the Federal anti-poverty
program.
In addition to the 2,200
youth who will be employed,
the committee expects 8,000
others to participate in related

programs, including a voterregistration campaign designed
to encourage positive social
protest.
Under the program, youths
will be paid $1.25 an hour to
work in local businesses.
schools, churches, parks and
hospitals. Some will be assigned to paint or to do minor repair work in the homes of elderly and handicapped persons;
others will clean up houses,
yards and vacant lots.
These youngsters will meet
regularly in the evening to discuss social problems in their
neighborhoods, hear talks by
police officials, social workers
and clergymen and watch performances by a traveling dramatic group. Other cities would
do well to copy the blue-print
of this splendid program.
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Brave Clergymen
The 49-year-old Roman Catholic priest, Rev. John V. Coffield, left his Los Angeles parish because he had been "ordered to maintain a silence on
racism."
The priest chose self-imposed
exile as the "strongest protest
I can make" against the civil
rights policies of •Los Angeles
Archbishop Cardinal McIntyre.
Father Coffield said he was
ordered out of California for opposing Proposition 14, an
amendment which, in effect, legalized discrimination in housing. The state's voters passed
the amendment. The priest said
that when he returned to his
parish after the election he was
ordered to keep quiet shout civil rights.
Rev. Coffield said he expects
to stay in Chicago for three to
six years.
The exile of the priest recalls
the famous case of New York's
Father Edward McGlynn.
Father McGlynn was pastor of
St. Stephens, one of the largest,
most influential Catholic
churches in New York.
The year was 1887. Father
McGlynn had received his Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Rome, and during the Civil War
was the chaplain of the military
hospital in New York.
Father McGlynn appeared on
the platform with Henry George
and ot tiers as members of
the Anti-Poverty Association.
Thousands of people came to
hear McGlynn who addressed

an audience every Sunday night
at the old Academy of Music on
14th Street in New York.
Archbishop Corrigan, the
priest's superior, ordered Father
McGlynn to "leave aside" all
agitation sounding like Socialism, and to "have no further
relation with Henry George or
other radicals."
McGlynn continued to speak
and he was suspended from his
parish. A few months later, he
was excommunicated. But this
made no change in his attitude.
Father McGlynn said that "once
a priest, always a priest." Ile
was sure he had been unjustly
disciplined since never in any
word or act had he attacked the
Catholic Church or departed
from his duties as a Catholic
priest.
But two years later, the most
important episode of Father
McGlynn's entire career took
place — full reinstatement by
the Vatican. The Vatican asked
for a full report and particularly
- for all the speeches and the literature on and in behalf of
the Anti-Poverty crusade.
The judgement of Pope Leo
was that "the moral-economic
matters are not contrary to the
doctrine constantly taught by
the church."
Father John V. Coffield and
Father Edward McGlynn and
the Rev. Martin Luther King
believe that Christianity should
be a crusade not against infidels but against injustice.
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Not Enough
'There is not enough hard
work to go around, and not enough easy work either,' said
Simple. "In fact, there is not

enough work of no kind. That is
no doubt why some people do
not have work — which is lucky
for them that do not want any

The other day, in Brooklyn,
New York City Comptroller
Abraham Beame was guest
speaker at the formal installation of the Rev. Dr. V. Simpson
Turner as pastor of Mount Carmel Baptist Church in the Bedford-Stuyvesant district.
Dr. Turner is one of the most
dedicated ministers in the mettropolitan area. Working in
some of the most difficult communities in our city, he has
done a tremendous job among
the youth of the city and in
his former home base, Boston.
Beame spoke movingly of his
experience as an official representative of the City of New
York on the magnificent March
from Selma to Montgomery.
Recalling the March, he de,
clared:
"I felt humble and over-awed
in the presence of history in
the making and in the company
of Americans who were making
history. It was thrilling to see
the unarmed, non-violent troops
of the fight for justice. These
were the pioneers, and the martyrs, fighting for the basic
right which established our
American democracy, and which
has made it strong through its
years of greatest trial . . . it
was good to know that the entire nation was shaken by the
terrible injustices which have
gone on for a century and are
still going on.
... "I was profoundly impressed by the spirit of one
man who dominated that historic event. I refer, of course,
to the Rev. Martin Luther King
... the name of Dr. King will
certainly stand high in the history of our time — as one of
our greatest leaders, and yes,
as one of our great generals."

There are many people who
'have leaped aboard the King
bandwagon since his fight has
become more and more "re
spectable." But Abraham
Beame is no Johnny-come-lately'
to the cause. Ever since I have
known him, he has been quietly helping the Freedom fight,
both personally and officially.
He is not a crass publicity-seeker, so much of what he has contributed has not been revea
I shall never forget that AN
we were Involved in a fund-raising affair for Dr. King, we had
sent out thousands of invitations. They had been put into
the mail the night before Mr.
Beame called to say that he
wanted to be one of the first to
help. And he did help.
The other day, the comptroller called us at Freedom Nation.
al Bank to say he was comin
to see us with a sizeable deposi
of New York City' funds.
expressed the feeling that the:
city of New York should support the efforts of citizens of
the Harlem Community to develop the Negro's involvem
in the economic mainstrea
Mr. Beame had been working
for several months to bring
about this transaction.
In his investment of New
York City funds, Mr. Beam
has carefully sought to depos
monies entrusted to him with
organizations and institution
which practice ethical racia
employment policies.
We are proud of Abraham
Beame. In our book, he is a
noble public servant who deserves the support of his fel.
low-man in whatever he should
aspire to do. For, he is the type,
of man who could only want t
do honorable things.

work, if they can get by without working. That I never could
do, not being cut out to be a
slick or a hustler. I do not have
them kind of brains. I could
never even be a businessman
like Billie Sol Estes. But maybe
in the next world, I will not be
so simple.
"Do you reckon when I am
washed whiter than snow, I will
be smarter than natural born
white folks? Do you reckon
when God gives me wings in
Glory, I can fly over our
troubles like American jets fly
over Viet Nam? Do you reckon
Jesse B. Semple will then be
Jesse Simple no more, but will
have a name like Bobby Baker?
When I get to Heaven, do you
think I will find a place in the
eternal politics of the universe
right next to the manna barrel?
Bring me my milk ,and honey,
please!
"On this earth, there is not
enough of anything to go
around by the time it reaches
me. I am always half left out.
Even if I were not black, I expect I would always be left
back. It would be my fate to be
amongst the poor white folks,
not the rich ones. If I was
white, I doubt if I would even
be lucky in love, having a good
wife like Joyce.
"If I was white, I expect I
would be still married to a
woman like my first wife, Isabel, and not have sense enough
to quit her. But I had sense
enough to leave the South and
come North to Baltimore. Later, I had sense enough to leave
Baltimore and come further
North to Harlem. Maybe by and
by I will get to Boston and
from there to Canada, like the
slaves in days of old when they
went right on over the border,
away from the trials and tribulations of the U.S.A., which had
many trials then but more now,
because today there is more
white folks.

"Back in slavery time I w
not present, so I was one les
problem for white folks, bu
Gov. Wallace were not ther
either, which made ten lea
problems for me, because Wal
lace is 10 Confederates rolle
into one. In them days befor
freedom came, Sheriff Clark
were not there, and he is 20
Confederates rolled into one.
"Before the Civil War, I di
not have to be bothered wit
nobody but Old Marster, an
him I would have hog-tied in
the middle of the night an
run away to the North, no
even stopping in Harlem.
slavery time I would have r
all the way to Canada, the
come back to Harlem on a visit
for the weekend.
"There is not enough Har
lems in America to go around
If there was, I would make all
America into Harlems and
would be Mayor — then there
would be no color problems, because all the U. S. A. would be
colored and Puerto Rican, so
white folks would have to take
all the low paid jobs because
they could not speak Spanish
or were not black.
"When white folks form their
National Association for
Advancement of Caucasi
People, they would have to go
all the way to the Supreme
Court every time they wanted
a glass of water. If they want
to vote in Alabama, they woul
have to demonstrate for year
beforehand.
"If white folks wanted t
renb a penthouse, they would
have to start in the basement
and work up. By that time,
they would be too old to give
a small damn. As for education
'an white children who did no
talk Spanish, I would put I
"600" schools and retard the
even more.
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Court Will Review
Calif. Housing Law

Benjamin A. Banneker

By EUGENE PIETER
He printed anti-slavery striking clock built in our coun- SAN FRANCISCO — The
California Supreme Court will
ROMAYN FELDMAN
speeches of Thomas Paine, Wil- try.
(Teacher of History Britannica liam Pitt and C. J. Fox. He sugconsider the constitutionality
Copies
of
his
carefully kept
Academy)
gested that cur country hgve a
of Proposition 14, the controvBy CAROLE MARTIN
Both hands brush back this.
worked under him for 17
Department of Peace with a journal and of his almanacs can
COLUMBUS, Ky. — the wide leaves in search The crew boss is impor- years. Each spring, Salva- Benjamin Barneker, a Negro Secretary for Peace in charge be seen in the Maaland His ersial voter-approved measure
scientist and
mathematician of it.
Lrical Society and the Library which permits discrimination
(UPI) — Talk is loud as a of the groundhugging bertant to the grower. A dor Salinas of McAllen, was one of the six men called He urged that the
Of Congress. The New York pub- in housing.
government lic Library
wine bottle passed around ries that must be severed
Tex., loads about six other upon to help lay out our nation- give all
has copies of his
its citizens a miniThe high court said it would
a card table in a room at the stem with a thumb- great deal depends on the members of his family in- al capital. He corresponded with mum of of
an elementary educa- correspondence with Thomas hear arguments in a test
case
Jefferson.
type
worker
he recruits to a
Thomas Jefferson and other tion. This was long before pubwhere men try to add a nail. A two year old boy
truck when school is thinkers of
The drawing of Benjamin brought by the redevelopment
his day. He was lic schools came into being.
and
brings
to
the
farm.
few dollars to a day's earn- crawls along beside h i s
out and joins the Perez sought after for his knowledge So strongly did he feel against Banneker that accompanies this agency in Fresno in an attempt
ings. They often fail.
aging grandmother, who Some of the bosses are crew wherever it is quar- of astronomy and mathematics. prejudice that he wrote Thomas article was made by Chicago to determine the effect of propThe laughter drifts over has nearly filled her "han- embittered and bored and tered.
Born Nov. 9, 1731 in the colo- Jefferson a letter asking that Artist Bernard Goss, well known osition 14 on
federal funds for
his work in the field of Afthe flimsy partition into dle" and soon will take disliked talking to me, an The migratory work ny of Maryland, Banneker at a whites re-consider their stereo- for
type thinking concerning Ne- rican and American Negro his- urban renewal.
an adjoining cubicle. There the baby to the shade of "outsider." Others were crews come Into this area
groes. He said that what he tory and life. It was drawn for The proposition, which is now
are shouts of "shut up," the grading shed for a friendly and outgoing and for a few weeks in the
could do al others might equal- the Museum of Negro History part of the state constitution,
ly do ifthey had the opportuni- and Art and was used In the gives property owners
"keep it down" and brief rest from the sun, talked freely.
the "abspring, then head into
museum's 1964 calendar.
ty.
"please, let me get some When the work is fin- Tino Perez of Taylor, Michigan, Wisconsin and
Even early in life did Banne- The life of Banneker serves solute right" to sell or rent to
ker show his ingenuity by tak- as an inspiration for all. Here whom they choose.
sleep."
ished, the sweaty workers Tex., was one of the easy other midwestern states
ing a watch that had been giv- was a scientist and social re- Court observers said action
Roger Jackson rolled pile into trucks and buses talkers.
for the apple, cherry, blueen him as a present and pattern- former. He gave of himself free- indicated that the tribunal
over on a weather beaten again for a bumpy ride "People is just like a berry and grape harvesting a clock that struck the hour. ly for the benefit of his fellow
would probably take jurisdicarmy cot. He dropped a back to the labor camp, balance," said Perez, who ing seasons.
It is reported to be the first man.
tion over a iialf dozen other
muscular arm over t h e where "there's nothing to has bossed migrant Mexi- Housing conditions here
proposition 14 cases now pendside and finally shut out do but look at one another can pickers for about 30 are neither the best nor
ing in lower courts. Most of the
other cases deal with disputes
t h e sounds by falling and walk and talk."
years.
the worst they encounter
between home owners and poasleep.
Roger Jackson's father "If you're t o o good, in their travels. Each comtential Negro renters or buyJackson, a 16 year old is a crew boss who gathers they'll take advantage of partment, usually occuBENJAMIN BANNEKER
ers.
said the demonstrators intend California voters approved
Negro, has spent the day workers and hauls them you. If you're not good pied by a husband, wife very early age showed an unEAST LANSING — (UPI) — to stand trial individually on the measure by a 2-1 margin
under a punishing sun, by bus or truck to farms enough, they'll leave you. and several children, has usual aptitude in the field of 4
group of Michigan State Uni- the charges, indicating long and in the general election last Nocrawling over wheat straw where he has contracted You've got to be even.
one or two screened win- mathematics and a knowledge versity professors raised $2,000 costly proceedings for the city. vember at the climax of a bitof the heavens. A neighbor fambetween rows of strawber- with growers to pick their Most of
terly fought campaign. The
Perez' crew is dows.
ily, the Ellicotts, were friendly o bail or pay fines of 59 young The group claims that many California Real Estate Associary plants to pick the lush berries at harvest time.
persons, mostly MSU students, off-campus landlords and some tion hacked the measure while
composed of families The building and out- to him.
red berries for seven cents The crew
boss is a su- whose children at tend houses are sided with cor- Their son, George, loaned him who were charged with ob- realtors discriminate against Gov. Edmund G. Brown opmany books to read. Banneker structing traffic during a sit-in non-white students,
a quart.
posed it.
pervisor. He doesn't work schools for migrant work- rugated metal which some- was also
educatei at a private demonstration
demanding an
It is hard work, punish- the fields, altlhough some- ers in Texas during the how keeps them several school near Baltimore
that was
open occupancy ordinance in
ing work. I had spent two times his wife and chil- winter months, so he degrees cooler.
open to Negroes and whites.
this college community.
days in the fields, and de- dren are pickers.
Even
as
he
a
youth
was
able
schedules jobs for only T h e living conditions
to predict solar eclipses and All but three of the demonspite being only an onlook- He is paid on a
percent- about seven months of the and the backbreaking work other phenomena of the heavens. strators stood mute at their
er with no quota to meet age basis by the
of berry picking are a way So accurate were his predictions arraignment and pleas of not
grower. year.
I was fatigued.
Some bosses also may get Perez pointed a finger of life with these people— that soon many people consult- guilty were entered for them. Specializing in-An hour or so before a percentage of the wages to a family group at the mostly Negroes and Mexi- ed him for information.
FARM FRESH
When the city of Washington,
dawn, Jackson—who earned by members of his southern edge of the field. can-Americans—and they D. C. was to be set out, he was The three who pleaded gull.
PRODUCE
ty
and
paid
$10
fines
were
Ann
chosen as a member of the
would "rather go picking" crew, though few admit to He said this family has accept them as such.
The
Finest
selection of
commission for that work. Head- Robbins, 24, a native of Lewiswhen school is out each
Form Fresh Vegetables at
ing this project was Major L'En- ton, Maine, and now a resident
year than stay in LouisiLOW LOW PRICES fent, a French engineer.
of Ann Arbor, Mich.; Barbara
ana and search for work—
Major L'Enfant felt that he Levicki, 22, Gary, Ind., and
had received little cooperation
was awake and stumbled
Mary Jo Olsen, 22, Muskegon,
from the American engineers in
We Also SPECIALIZE
outside toward the comhis work. He left suddenly and Mich. They were among 23
munity water spigot.
.gan cif
took his plans with him. Ban- women involved in the demonneker had seen the plans and stration.
A light chill helped
was able to remember them in
chase away some of the
Bonds set
by
municipal
utmost detail.
Phone 3-3888
stuffiness of a night spent
In those days people did not Judge William H. Wise for the
with his family in the 8
have newspapers to tell them other students ranged from
about the tides and weather, aNOW of IS. MARKET ISASKET
by 10 foot room, partitionbout the times of sunrise and $100 down to a cost-free own
compartidentical
from
ed
b o nd s. T h e
sunset. Banneker published this recognizance
• Insecticide'
• Plum?.
• Saud,
ments in t h e sprawling,
information in an almanac. He amount of bond was highest for
•Tress
• Bulbs
• F•rtilicors
sent a copy of it to Thomas Jef- those students who are natives
• Gerdy. Accccccclus
• Ros• Bush..
barn-like building that
ferson who in turn sent it to of areas
furthest away from
houses migrant laborers.
Monsieur de Condoreet, secreHis mother already had
tary to the Academy of Science here.
in Paris. lie praised it greatly Several of those arrested
prepared breakfast of grits
and let others know about it. came from New
York and one
and eggs on the gas hot
Banneker was not only a sciplate inside and they lay
entist, but also one who was from Frankfurt, Germany. All
deeply interested in the prob- those who pleaded not guitly
on their beds or sat on the
lems of his day: freedom for are scheduled to appear in
loading
before
floor to eat
At Mendenhall
slaves and freedom for ali hu- again -June 3.
In Wm. Bill Pine
onto an old school bus for
manity from the destruction of
A spokesman for the group
war.
pre-dawn ride to the

MSU Raises $2,000 For
Housing Bill Demonstrators

The Fabulous!

MARKET BASKET

s

FRUIT BASKETS

A COMPLETE GARDEN (ENTER

4862 SUMMER

the
fields.
Harvesting strawberries
is rigorous work. But a
good picker who works a
full day stooped over on
his knees in the blazing
sun, can collect $10 to $16
for his effort.
His only escape from
the sun comes when he
has filled the eight-quart
cartons in a "handle"—a
flat wood hand crate—and
takes it to the grading
shed where bruised or unripened berries are culled,
or when he enters a bat1116 tered, wooden outhouse on
4 the edge of the field.
On the largest of the
four strawberry farms in
the western Kentucky
farm country a dozen or
so miles from the Mississippi river, the pickers are
paid in cash as soon as
they tote their crates of
berries to the grading
shed.
Workers at smaller
farms are given slips of
paper for each "handle"
filled and are paid at the
end of the day or after several days.
About noon, a large
truck drives to the edge of
the field and sells sandwiches and soda pop to the
workers. A cold drink
costs a dime. A sandwich
20 cents. Huge containers
of water are set up at the
grading shed for the taking.
A hundred or so workers brighten the field with
their green, white and
blue work shirts and multi-colored bandanas. They
move rhythmically along
the rows of plants, thousands and thousands of
plants.

MEMPHIS
$30 Off

$30 Off
Mtithl

J
YOU ASK FOR IT, WE
WILL GIVE IT TO YOU

Why swelter and simmer?
Order your cool Summer now
... use HAVERTY'S easy terms!

foob,.,1,,i

4
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"11IE1115 NO MACE LIKE NOME"

OUR TWO WEEK SPECIAL
REG.
NOW

$99.95
$6995

CONTINUED FOR AN INDEFINITE AMOUNT OF TIME

YOUR CHOICE! 2-Speed 20-Inch
Window Fan ... OR 20-Inch Rollabout Fan!

$30.00 1)1T Any Purchase Price
of Any Wig Warn Wig

SALE! 38

Styles to Please Each Individual
Personality - Styles By Specially.
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take
Advantage of Our Special Styling
Offer on •Tuesday & Wednesday..
Only $3.00.
Mrs. Frances Miller

NO MONEY DOWN

Rollabout FAN Guaranteed 5 FULL YEARS!
Our most practical fan that lets you set the coolness you want. Giant
2-speed rotary switch on motor that moves 6,100 cubic feet of air per

minute. Motor never requires oiling. Exclusive vibration free rubber mount
contruction plus efficient Venturi design and child safe grille protection.
Heavy-duty stand has full-length handle and large rubber wheels to make
it easy to move ... even on stairs. NOW
$38

Approved Credit Applications
— No Money Down
12 Months To Pay

Electrically Reversible Window Fan!
Provides 2 speeds intake, 2 speeds exhaust and moves
cooling air per minute. Motor reverses electrically to bring in fresh air ... exhausts stale
air. Venturi design means quiet operation. Child safe
grille is cradled in rubber for safety and silence. Complete with extension panels to fit windows 27 to 371
/
4
inches. Four powerful 20" aluminum blades plus a motor
that never requires oiling. Don't swelter this summer.
Shop Haverty's. See this great fan value ... so right for
home or spot cooling. If you buy now you SAVE! 20-inch
model is sale priced
just $38
5,900 cubic feet of

Mrs. porothv

V. Young

Shop 3 Haverty Stores and Save Now!!

‘Irs. kittliiirtne Briggs

1VI Icsk XilE
1VX
Vir X
11/5/
ME
525-1433
94 SO. MAIN

157 S. MAIN
• Phone 526-5906

Free Parking

Allanberg's,
69 Beale

3432 SUMMER I 3015 PARK
Phone 452-7308
Free Storeside

Phone 323-7656
Pee Storeside Parking
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Klan Blamed In!
N. C. Bombings

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER—Miss Edna Taylor, center, a recent graduate of Melrose
High school, was the recipient of the Rubeiyat Social club's annual scholarship, and
presenting her the award during a dinner
meeting at a local restaurant is Miss M.

NEW BERN, N.C. —(UPI)
—The "Exalted Cyclops" of the
local Ku Klux Klavern, and
two other white men, go on
trial charged with dynamitinit
two cars and e Negro funeral
home.
The trio is charged with dynamiting private property under a state felony statute. They
are accused of bombing two
cars belonging to Negroes and
a Negro funeral home.
The dynamiting took place
during a civil rights meeting
in New Bern on Jan. 24. There
were no injuries in the explosions.
The trial comes during a resurgence of Klan strength in
North Carolina. One law enforcement
agency
reported
Klan membership in the state
has jumped from SOO to 2,000
since the recent upsurge.
Klansmen also have been reported conducting a drive to
collect savings stamps to buy
an airplane.
The FBI has identified one
Taylor, the club president. Looking on at
right is Miss Hazel Warren, a member of of the three men as the Exthe organization and member of the facul- alted Cyclops of the New Bern
ty of Melrose High school. Miss Taylor Klavern of the Ku Klux Klan.
Mills, 35. FBI
plans to enroll in the Memphis Academy of He is Raymond
( Mi. Christon Photo) agents said a klan charter was
Art this fall.
found in his home when he was
arrested.

800 Hold Reeb Memorial

•
ONE FOR ALL—The entire Robert E. Lee family of Memphis totaling 16 persons, were honored during the recent
Freedom Suaday observance in Memphis, and shown handing a plaque to Mrs. Lee is Roy Wilkins executive director of the NAACP, who came from New York City to speak
at Metropolitan Baptist church and later in Jackson, Tenn.

Wesleyan Seeks Negro "
Students For Pre-Med

Miss Officials Welcome
Farmer, 300 Marchers

BOSTON,—(UPI)—Some 800 Democratic former Gov. En- The majority members of the
delegates to the Unitarian-Uni- dicott Peabody came by and committee disclaim the findings
versalist general assembly hon- shook the hands of many, of of the report and havd refused
ored the memory of slain civil them. He said his mother, Mrs to accept it to date.
MIDDLETON, Conn. — The and this need will increase
rights minister James A. Reeb Malcolm Peabody, wko was arBefore
.his
death
11:..eb
was
a
and Louise Pfeiffer substantially for the next sevGustavus
by staging a silent vigil against rested in a civil rigas demonthe Boston Committee for its stration at St. Augustine, Fla., signer of the suit currently Research Foundation of New eral decades." Negroes composition on segregation in the would join the Rev..Carter on pending before the Massachu- York City has granted $140,000 prise ten per cent of the U.S.
public schools.
the round-the-clock picket line. setts Supreme Judicial Court to Wesleyan University to sup- population, but only two per BRANDON, Miss. — (UPI)— shouted as a lighted cigarette ing around in the sun, Sheriff
urging that the school commitThere were no incidents dur- The demonstration by the del- te acknowledge and eliminate port pre-medical scholarships cent of the physicians are Ne- About 300 singing and chanting butt came flying through the T. H. (Red) Shivers approaching the brief demonstration out- egates followed the adoption by such segregation.
ed Raymond and told him the
for Negroes interested in ca- groes.
civil rights demonstrators air. It landed short of the Ne- demonstrators could wait in a
side the building housing the a 2-1 margin of a resolution
reers in medicine.
The $140,000 is stretched o- came trooping into town at the groes.
committee's offices.
resoluproposing the vigil. The
courtroom if they desired.
Under the Pfeiffer program, ver the next four years in anprotest hike Mostly, however, the whites The demonstrators marched
The delegates paraded from tion was offered by the Rev. Jail Stolen
Wesleyan aims "to find five or nual grants of $20,000, $30,000, end of- a two-day
silence.
in
stood
minister
of
Mendelsohn,
Jack
Hotel
where
the Statler-Hilton
were welcomed into the
in and sat down.
six Negro students per class $40,000 and $50,000 respective- and
they are holding their fourth the Arlington Street Church.
Farmer did not make the
PORTLAND, Maine — (UPI)
evidence the intellectual ly. The program will be direct- courthouse by city .officials.
The marchers set out from a
demonstrators
annual convention through the The church was the same —"If somehing isn't done soon who
with
the
march
charac- ed by John C. Hoy '55 Wesley- About 50 police officers, armpoint about 14 miles north of
downtown streets to the com- where the Rev. Reeb served the county may be the first in potential, the personal
about
two
town
arrived
in
but
motivation to en- an's Dean of Admissions. Mr. ed with shotguns and sideweaBrandon, the county seat of
mittee building.
before he went to Selma, Ala., nation to have a jail stolen." ter, and the
hours after they did to lend his
ter and provide leadership in Hoy is one of the originators pons, stood watch as the two- name to the protest. Farmer is Rankin County. They camped
There they joined the Rev. The continous picketing has
of "The College Assistance Pro- block-long line of demonstra- national Director of the Con- overnight in a cowpasture and
Vernon Carter who has been been carried on at the site in Those were the words of he medical profession."
tors tramped down Governthen, fortified by 30 gallons of
picketing the building since earlier this year to participate Cumberland County commis- The proposal for the program ject" (CAP) of the National
street, the town's main gress of Racial Equality (CO- grits, stepped off the remainMarch 28 to protest racial im- In civil Aghts demonstrations,'sioner Arthur Charles as he cites the national need for Scholarship Service and Fund ment
RE).
ing seven miles of their hike.
balance in the public school only to be fatally clubbed by!urged authorities to cut the red strong moral and professional for Negro Students and is on thoroughfare.
to artape delaying the sale of the leadership within the Negro the Advisory Board of NSSFNS. Crowds of whites gathered While malting for him
system.
Upon arriving at the courtwhite racists.
outup
rive, the Negroes lined
The demonstrators stood si- an effort to impel the school old county jail and consruction Community itself and sees The Pfeiffer Program is de- across the street from the yel- side the courthouse and stood house, they presented petitions
watch,
courthouse
to
brick
low
of
a
new one.
to Mayor C. J. Harvey and Cirlent and with heads bowed for committee members to adopt
medicine as "a critical area signed to embrace all disadsinging "freedom" songs and
cuit Clerk J. R. Bradshaw profive minutes and then climax- the Kierman report which sta- Parts of the jail reportedly for developing such leadership. vantaged students, but it will and sometimes jeered the chanting.
marchers.
testing alleged discrimination
ed the - proceedings with the ted unequivocally that de facto: are being taken regularly by Also, society at large needs concentrate for the aime being
RayGeorge
director
March
make
gonna
ain't
sun
against Negro voters. The petisinging of the civil rights song, segreg&ation exists in the city's i vandals and by persons selling more doctors and medical re- on Negroes. Wesleyan will also "That
bull tions asked
a
over
speaking
mond
man
one
shouted
"We Shall Overcome."
black,"
him
school system.
adequate* safematerial as scrap.
search scientists and teachers, coninue its special effort to find
told his followers that guards for Negroes' right to
Negro students for other schol- as a Negro woman stood hold- horn,
register vote, and establishment of a
to
wanted
who
anyone
head
the
over
umbrella
an
ing
arship programs presently aof integration leader James as voters should enter the registrar office that can hanvailable.
to protect him from courthouse and do so. About 50 dle 300 persons a day.
During the last decade, 239 Farmer
responded.
After Farmer arrived, the
graduates of Wesleyan have the broiling sun.
"Hey, high yellar," another While the others were stand- Negroes again gathered in
gone on to medical schools.
front of the courthouse to hear
him speak. Some sat or sprawled on the courthouse lawn
among the petunia beds and
others stood holding umbrellas.
Farmer, speaking over a bullhorn, predicted that "in six
months one to two million new
Negro voters will be registered
in the southern states."
Farmer told the Negroes if
they were denied the right to
vote after the pending voter
rights bill is enacted, "let us
know and within 12 hours a formal complaint will be made."
"The voter rights bill won't
enforce itself," he said.
"It will be up to you to go
down and register in droves."
He said CORE chapters
across the nation were pressuring their Congressmen to vote
to unseat Mississippi's Congressional delegation under a challenge brought by the Freedom
Democratic Party.
ADD
The rally ended with the demEXAMPLE
onstrators joining hands, swayyour car worth
ing and singing "We Shall Ov$900
ercome." •
add 5e00 allowance
Farmer, who flew in from
your total ellowanc•
Delivers A
To the Value
Month
New Rambler
New York for the rally, left
of Your Car
$1,500
when qualified
WITH NORMAL DOWN
immediately after delivering
his talk. A state highway patrol
car fell in behind Farmer's as
it drove away.
The demonstrators immediTWO LOTS
ately filed out of the courtaood credit,
OF
FULL
bad credit,
yard and walked down a sideno credit
FINE
w• can arrange
walk lined on both sides by poUSED CARS
terms
for
caul
lice officers standing almost
WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS
shoulder-to-shoulder.
Lot
2
LOT 1
Station Wagons
On another racial front.
'64
Rambler
SAVE
63 Rambler
$1195
'60 Chev. Wagon ..5695
about 100 young Negroes at
Classic. Reath) and' httttt. New
'64 Rambler
511195
Car warranty.
Crawfordville, Ga., were per'56 Rambler Wagon 5295
'44 Rambler
a door sedan. Fully equipped,
SAVE
mitted for the first time in his- dm
factory air, fectory werrenty;
American. Radio and leer.'.
'58 Rambler 4-Dr. .5295
Standard trans. New car guartory to romp in a state park lip
51495
'44 Rambler
'59
Chew.
4-Dr.
....5395
antee.
American 4-deer. Straight shift.
named for the vice president of
'63 Rambler
SAVE
'61 Ford 4-Dr.
5995
'62 Chevrolet
5995
Classic 770. Air, rodier sod heat.
the Confederacy.
or, Lev mileage. 4 to choose
Id Air 4..cyl. Straight shift. 20,•
'57
Chrysler
S395
The Negroes, many of them
000 •cfvel
from. '58 Rambler
$295
'61 Rambler
5119$
small children, swarmed over
'60 Cadillac
$1495
Automatic
trans.
Radio
Fully efluiPeed. Factory air.
'57 Pontiac
S195
the playground at the Alexan• heifer.
'62 Rambler
$595
'64 Rumbler
der Stephens Memorial State
'511 Cadillac
$995
5695
American, automatic trans. Rs4-door.
Immaculate.
dio and heater. factory air,
ak, and splashed in the swim'60 Rambler
$397
'41 Rambler
$695
'61 Plymouth
ming pool.
$495
4-deer. Tutone.
53 Ford
•
5147
4-door. Straight shift.
le
Chevrolet
$695
There were no whites in the
59 Plymouth
$291
"
‘door. Ready to gel
'ST Cadillac
park at the time.
Sport Coupe. New meter
It Chevrolet. from $595
'60
Studebaker
$397
2 to choose front.
In South Carolina, Harvey
'60 Plymouth
$405
'1111 Olds
56 Plymouth
Fury ameertible. 94, auto.
$195
$195
Gantt became the first Negro
'41 Falcon
'60 Olds
$OS
S89S
60
Rambler
Wagon
$597
to
graduate from Clemson Uni2-door. /height stick. RAN.
4-leenringeof. 6scellent cord L,Ifie
new!
versity. He said he Was dissap'61 Rambler
57 Dodge
$695
5295
Station wagon. UM. Straight
'St Rambler
$495
pointed that only a few Negroes
'60 Chev. 2-Dr. Sod 5597
shift.
leautifull Eine nice.
have tried to enter the school.
Tomorrow Vivian Malone, the
Negro who walked past Gov.
George C. Wallace in his
famed "stand in the school
house door," will get her diplo675 and 695 UNION
JA 5-6397
ma from the University of Ala
bama in Tuscaloosa.
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PARADISE
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SPECIAL PURCHASE
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'600
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The family includes seven boys and seven girls, and all
have participated in sit-ins, marches and other demonstrations for equal sights and first-class citizenship. Stand
log at top right is Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, executive secretary of the local branch. Three of the Lee children were
not present for the program.
(McChristan Photo)
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By LEONTYNE HUNT
for you. Family planning can
Dar Mrs. Hunt:
You're always talking about make a great difference in the
how important it is to tell your lives of all of us, and I know
children about sex. Well, I do
not agree. I want my children yotVII always be grateful to the
to be innocent — I don't want casewcrker who first told you
al•out Planned Parenthood.
to put ideas in their heads.
I would be happy to publish
Mrs. R. T.
any stories from my readers,
Di.ar Mrs. T.:
It ng how ía mily planningKnowing the facts about sex
helpe4 them. Write to me at
does rot necessarily destroy titPlanned Parenthood, 185 N. Wanocence. To say "If they
know bash Ave.. Chicago 1,
bout it, then they'll do it is
.n ply not true. Most unwed Dear Mrs. Hunt:
girls and boys who get into About a week ago I went to
trouble did NOT get adequate my doctor because I'd been
sex instruction, information or having some bleeding between
attitudes from their parents. periods, He says I need to go
ir today's society, with its to the hospital for a "D & C."
constant emphasis on sex, isnot
,Ii.. explained it to me, but I
sore of the facts Can create was so upset about having to
fear and unhealthy curiosity, have an operation that I didn't
sometimes leading the child to hear what he said. And I was
"ezperiment." Especially today, too embrrrassed to make him
a proper understanding of sex repeat it and let him thit,k I had
is more a SAFEGUARD than not been listening.
a danger to a child's well-be- Flease tell me, what does
log.
"D & C" mean? Is it dangerDear Leontyne:
ous, and how painful is it? I'm
: don't have any questions to scared of going to hospitals.
ask you, I just want to tell you Maybe some other wlmen who
Ito, happy I have been ever read your column would like
since I found out about Plan- to Ithow, too.
ned Parenthood.
Dear Mrs. C.:
During my third pregnancy ihe:e is no I ason for you
my hus,iand bet•smc mentally to be frightened over the pi oill and lost his job. We decid- spect of a
D & C." The "D"
ed we couldn't afford another stands for "dilatation' — t h e
baby, so my husband and I de- stretching of the neck of the
cided to give the baby up for womb: tie "C" stands for
It was such a painful "curettage" — the p..ocess of
xnerience for me to give up scraping with a special instru
my baby that I knew I could ment called a curette. It is a
never' go through it again. My very simple procedure tOich
husband finally had to be hos- is performed for a number of
pitalized.
female disorders. It is actually
It wa_. my caseworker who n -thing more than a scraping
told me about Planned Parent- of the lining of the womb. There
hood and now we are a happy is no incision, and it is done
family apain. My husband is all under anesthesia. You will only
well and home with us. He has be in the hospital for a few
a job and so do I. It'^ so won- days.
detful to known that we can (Leonlyne Hunt of Planned
plac for our next baby and I Pa-enthood, :.;hicago will be
even feel my health is better glad to answer your questions
since I'm not always worrying pertaining to family planning
about becoming pregnant. I and reir.ted subjects, either per.
just warted to say "thank you" sonally by mail, or in the col.
to Planned Parenthood.
Imo. Real names or initials are
never used in the column. Write
Mrs. M. H.
Dear Mrs. H.:
her at Planned Parenthood As.
Yours is indeed a true "sue- sociaren, Chicago Area, 185 N.
eras story" and I'm very happy Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1)
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Former Chicago model Sonji Maria Roi is rumored making plans to
divorce her prize-fighting husband Muhammad (Cassius ('lay) Ali.

The heavyweight champion's insistence that she become a Muslim
is said to be behind the alleged divorce plans. (UP! Telephoto)

A Chicago attorney has denied however, in the case of the hammad, Ali commented: "No,
any knowledge of rumors that wife of the Muslim's prize-fight- he isn't married to her; Mullein..
Mrs. Cassius Clay is planning to ing prize, he said there was lit- mad All Clay
divorce "boxing's prettiest tle need for worry since Clay Meanwhile, neither Clay nor
man."
was sure to bring his pretty his wife could be located. Al!
Chauncey Eskridge, the fami- spouse in. It didn't happen.
said the heavy weight champion
ly's
DEFENthe
told
attorney,
Ali, when queried on this could be found at a New York
ment on Anderson's proposal.
By JAMES FELDER
DER:
motel. A call there proved fruitSELMA, Ala., (UPI)—Negro "We want to picket and we're
"I don't know anything about point, said he was not clear on
leaders, possibly signaling ano- going to picket if we fill every the rumors. Personan, 1 don't Muhammad's comments on the less.
ther racial crisis, vowed to "fill jail in Selma," King said in his think there is anything to matter would have to chdck At DEFENDER press time,
taped-transcripts of the conven-efforts to find either or both
the streets" of white residential only reference to demonstra- them."
members of the family were untions.
Eskridge, a partner in the tion's business to be sure,
areas with demonstrators.
"We're going to take our beds Racial activity has increased firm of McCoy, Ming and Black, When asked if a split in the availing. However, clay was rein Selma which enjoy- would not - comment on the Clay family would please Mu- reported seen in Chicago.
into the streets, eat, sleep and recently
ed a period of relative quiet whereabouts of the pair and inpray there and have church in following the historic Selma-to- dicated that neither had contactstreet," the Rev. L. L. Ander- Montgomery civil rights march ed him recently.
The attorney's comments parmord than two months ago.
son told a mass rally.
It was not clear whether the Police arrested 38 demonstra- alleled the earlier remarks of
Chicago-based
Muslim spokesproposed new demonstrations tOrs to rise to 123 the total of
man John Ali who said he had III
Saturday.
since
arrests
such
had the approval of Dr. Martin
recently seen the pair in the
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — (UPI) CLEMSON, S.C. =. (UPI) •-•
Luther King, Jr., who has di- Police Capt. Frank Laporte said best of spirits.
Clemson University president, congratulates
Harvey Bernard Gantt of Charleston. S. C.
the 28 juveniles and 10 adults Muslimism, the world in which — Vivian Juanita Malone, the Harvey Gantt, the Negro who
registravoter
Negro
a
rected
Gantt. Gantt's enrollment came as a result
became the first Negro graduate from Clem.
were arrested while picketing Clay Is known by the adopted Negro who walled past.- Gov. broke South Carolina's school
of the 1964 Federal Court order. Ile accept- tion drive here since January.
son University, Clemson, S. C. Gantt graduGeorge C. Wallace's famed barriers, said on his graduation
downtown stores. Thirty-two of name of Muhammad All, is said
the
to
Anderson
followed
King
degree
in
Telephoto)
B.S.
job
a
(UPI
ed
N.C.
received
Charlotte,
and
honors
with
ated
to be the cause of the alleged "stand in the schoolhouse door," day that be vas disappointed
were
group
with
the
charged
cornnot
did
but
stand
speaker's
Edwards,
C.
Robert
said integration had worked
In Architecture. Dr.
usirest at the fighter's home.
violating Alabama's anti-tres- Accordingto reports,the con- well during her two years at the only a few Negroes have tried
to enter Clemson University.
pass law and six with disorder- troversial champion has been University of Alabama.
22, completed a "B"
ly conduct.
attempting to cajole his wife, "Yes. I think it definitely Gantt,
average at Clemson. majored
Miss
right,"
all
out
worked
MaSonji
model
Chicago
former
James
worker
a
Webb,
for
al court to prevent the city
in architecture and was graduBOGAI.USA, La. — (UPI) — sideration" had been given to a planned mass march
ria Roi, into the Muslim fold. Malone told reporters at her
ated with honors.
Bogalusa's Negroes, despite calling out the National Guard The crowd at the meeting from enforcing any of its or- the Southern Christian Leaderensince
conference
news
first
MuElijah
leader
Muslim
ship Conference headed by
four separate battles with an- to help quell the racial crisis. was smaller but more enthusi- dinances govering parades.
rolling at Alabama June, 1963. His father, a Charleston shipgry whites, promised to be But Mayor Jesse Cutrer said astic than the one Sunday Mayor Jesse Cutrer had ban- King, swore out an assault hammad indicated that he was She graduates Sunday with a 3- yard worker, and his mother t
there
ned Negro marches until ten- warrant against L. C. Brady, displeased with Mrs. Clay's re- plus average in industrial rela- drove up from the port city for
hack on the picket lines to em- he had not talked to Gov. J. night. Many of the people
Young
phasize their demands for total McKeithen about taking such displayed bruises and other sion relaxes. He spoke over a a white grocer he
commencement.
the
claimed beat fusal to adopt the life of the sect tions.
on
violence
Monday's
signs of
action.
local radio station early and acdesegregation.
at Miss Malone becomes the Gantt starts work next month
convention
recent
the
during
him.
lines.
picket
the
cused Negroes of not cooperaRobert Hicks, vice president
Whites continually harassed
first member of her race to re- with an architectural firm in
the Chicago Coliseum.
pickets Memorial Day, and of the Bogalusa Civic and Vot- Hicks said Farmer, who is ting with city officials who Anderson urged Negro parceive a diploma from a former- Charlotte. He said he wanted to
ers League, told an emotional now in Mississippi, pledged I were trying to work out a ents to have their children as- At that time, he pronounced ly, a
four times fights broke out.
te slateUniversity in
remain in the South.
Police at days' end had ar- audience at a Negro union hall that CORE would pull every peaceful settlement of the signed to white public schools. his displeasure with all women Alabama.
figureGantt entered the state-sup- *I
rested 28 persons — 15 whites that James Farmer, national worker it has into Rogation if town's troubles.
and
makeup
wore
who
Negroes have until June 4 to
first
the
being
in
pride
take
"1
Negro Leader A. Z. Young,
and 13 Negroes. At least four CORE director, had promised necessary.
He said Mus-il of my race to graduate from the ported school in January, 1963,
attire.
revealing
their
the
to
transfer
children
Arrsons were Injured in the him he was ready to come to He told the cheering crowd president of the voters league,
Bogalusa with as many as 500 at the union hall that CORE at- turned down Cutrer's appeal firsi four grades of white ele- lims did not need nor want suchj University of Alabama," the 22- under court order and under a
women,
iyear-old coed said. "I feel it is strong security watch.
mentary schools in Selma,
CORE volunteers to stage a torneys would file suit in feder- for a halt in picketing.
"con.
that
said
sources
Local

2
'Firsts' Graduated
1.. Ala.
In S. C.

front,
s at
perhis. Ask
park
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Seeking Split?

Tension Stalks 'Denies Clay Feud
Selma Streets

dem sway1 Ov-

them
over
exanState
;wim-

NO DIVORCE SAYS
CLAYS' ATTORNEY

1

Plan Renewed Picketing Despite Bogalusa White Mob Attacks
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MEMPHIS LINKS INCORPORATED are pictured here with
their Connecting Links (their husbands) during their recent
dinner party honoring their newest member, Miss Roberta
Ratcliffe, and the Connecting Links. Left to right (front
row) Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis Jr., Mrs. Fred Rivers, Mrs.
Oscar Speight Jr., the hostess; Second row: left to right Dr.
Leland Atkins, Mr and Mrs. Robert Ratcliffe, Miss Roberta
Ratcliffe, Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs.

MOTHERS DAY TEA The Zeta Amicae were hostesses at
the annual Mother's Day Tea of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
at the beautiful, air conditioned home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Horne, 1248 Quinn. 13 Zeta Phi Beta sorors and 11 of
their friends, (Zeta Amicae) shared a spirited fellowship
hour. Mrs. Onie Hunt was program chairman and Mrs.
Rosetta Peterson, at the piano combined their talents to
provide a thought provoking devotional service which included a special prayer for Eva Hamilton's continued
convalescence. Pictured left to right (seated) Miss Utoka
Quarles, Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. Julia Lane, Mrs. Cassan-

James Hulbert, Mrs. Thomas Hi-yes, Mrs. Emmett Huey.
Back row (standing) Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byas, Mr. and
Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Campbell
(she, the chapter president); Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price, Dr.
and Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Dr. Frederick Rivers, Thomas
Hayes, Howard Turner, and the host, Dr. Oscar Speight J.
(Hooks Bros. Photo)

11
dra Hans; liason between the two groups, Mrs. Mary Childers, Mrs. Spillers, Mrs. Rosetta Clark; vice-president ol
Amicae, and Mrs. Annie Higgins, president. Standing; Miss
Birdie Lenoir, Mrs. Loretta Kateo, Mrs. Anna Morris, Mrs.,..
Katie Pope, Mrs. Onie Hunt, Mrs. Velma McChriston, Mrs.111P
Joye Horne, Mrs. Frances Taylor, Mrs. Rosetta Peterson,
Mrs. Manse Stanback, Mrs. Juanita Allen, Mrs. Mary Taylor, Mrs. Annie Naylor, Sorority president, and Mrs. B.A.E.
Callaway. Also attending but not pictured were Mrs. Grace
(McChriston Photo)
Horner and Mrs. Calie Harmon.
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'Fashions Royale' To
Highlight June Benefit
The Tennessee Federation of
Colored Womens Clubs will
hold its annual meeting on the
campus of LeMoyne college
June 8, 9 and 10, and the president, Mrs. Cora B. Robinson
of Chattanooga, has sent an official call to all member organizations.
The theme for this year's
meeting will be "The Visions
of Today Are the Realities of

Tomorrow." ,
Host for the meeting will be
the City Federation of Memphis, of which Mrs. Marie 1.
Adams of 373 Boyd pl. is president.
The session will consist of a
welcoming program to be held
at Metropolitan Baptist churchV
on Tuesday night, June 8, to
which the public is invited. The
daily sessions will include talks
on health, legislation and social
service.
FASHION SHOW
Captain Aubrey Floyd, a rep- The Wednesday meeting will
resentative of the Sheriffs De- be highlighted by a garden parpartment of Shelby County, re- ty and fashion show on the
cently, presented a first place LeMoyne college lawn, another
traffic, safety plaque to Mr. S. public affair.
C. liarris, Principal of Mt. Pis- A memorial service for the
gah High School, Cordova, late Mrs. J. E. Walker will be
Tennessee.
1 held in Elmwood cemetery on
Mt. Pisgah High School was Wednesday at noon.
awarded this plaque for its The guest speaker at MetroOVATIONS TO SING — Shown arriving in
outstanding accomplishment in,politan will be Mrs. Mamie B.
Memphis after a triumphant appearance at
the safety program.
Reese of Albany, Georgia, who
the Apollo theater in New York City are
is national president of FederaLewis Williams and the Ovations, who will
(ion of Colored Women's Clubs.,
appear at a dance in Club Paradise on FriMrs. Reese, who holds a mas-1
day night. The dance is being sponsored by
ter of science degree from
INSTALL NEW LINK. Members of Links. Inc., Memphis
left to right: Mrs. Roberta Ratcliffe, Mrs. Emmett Holey,
collegiate organisations
Lincoln Elementary School Drake university, is an assist
chapter installed their newest member, Miss Roberta RatMrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Hollis Price, Mrs. Floyd Camp- held an Honor Day Program ant professor of education at
cliffe, during impressive ceremonies last week. Shown abell, president; Mrs. C. S. Jones, Mrs. Caffrey Bartholo- on May 25, in the school cafe- Albany State College.
•
•
bove (seated on floor) left to right: Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
mew. and Mrs. Jewel Hulbert. Missing from the picture torium. The purpose of the pro- She is a member of the
Mrs. Oscar Speight Jr., Mrs. W. II. Young Second row
were: Mrs. Maceo Walker. Mrs. Philip Booth, Mrs. J. E. gram was to give recognition Hines Memorial CME church,
Mrs. R. S. Lewis Jr., Mrs. Leland Atkins, Miss Roberta
Burke, and Mrs. U. S. Bonds.
(Hooks Bros. Photo) to boys and girls for the won- Sigma Rho Sigma Society, auxRatcliffe, Mrs. Thomas Hayes, Mrs. James Ryas. Standing
\derful achievement during the iliary to the Southeastern Medi
year.
cal Society, National Mental
The speaker for this occasion Health association, and Delta
'Invasion Of Blokes
was the Rev. Malcolm D. Sigma Theta sorority.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Edward he participated in the band. He
'Blackburn of the AME Church.
Her husband is Dr. William McMorris
It was business as usual for
of Washington, D.C.,lis now attending Howard Unii,.The Nta"nolia-Barksdale Civ-ABC-TV's "Shindig" producer
J. Reese, a practicing physician
announce the engagement of iversity with a major in sociolappyland Kindergarten
in
Albany.
Club.
, honored the "Commu-. Jack Good although he barely
ld.0
,te of theYei
The Happyland Kindergartelo Anderson. Ivory Lynn Beck, ny D.Aatu
All members and friends of their daughter, Miss Barbara og3kmo
his activities
,
a r.:s.dwit
..--i had an office to work in. His
Ann McMorris to Elwood Lee member
of the Howard student
the organization are invited to
held its graduation exercises Debbie Monies. Caples, Michael,Rwm of'
Reams Jr., of Memphis.
office
is
in
a
section
of
the
body, he has participated in vartnh.e Claridge Holtelen
hear Mrs. Reese at Metropolilast Sunday night at the Pen.Anthony Caples, Wanda Lynn'
Miss McMorris is a graduate,sity football and track, and the
William H. Parish served as ABC-TV Center, Hollywood, Home swimming pools in tan.
tecostal Baptist church at 1538 Davis. Barbara Jean Dean. _
Roosevelt
High
School
of
in
the
.
District
of Columbia Fenciing
.
that is undergoing a facelifting. growing number, ranging from
District of Columbia where Team.
Norris rd., and the speaker was Eric Wayne Golden, Sharon t'r-,e`*Went for the occasion.
--- As Good explained the situa- tournament-size pools to waders
she was the editor-in-chief of A June wedding is planned at
M. L. Reid. editor of the TRI- Gwynne Jones, Tyrus Anthony
the school newspaper, the re- First Baptist church in WashSTATE DEFENDER.
Jones. Dexter Eugene Lohhins, with the crowning of the king lion."There I was sitting with for youngsters, are fast becoming
the
focal
point
for
outdoor
kindergarten..
my
a
ear
hones on listening to
cipient of several literary and ington, D.C. with the Rev. NaThe
e youngsters showed off Belinda Lee Tennon and Eathe- and queen of the
citizenship awards, and the So- thaniel Richardson officiating.
sawed away at the ceiling,,entertainment. T h e terrace
bow much they had learned by rine Yvonne Thomas.
Claude Jones was master of tape and these blokes came in around your pool should be surroptimist Award for the "Wo
reciting poems, singing songs Marshall Boyd preceded the
ceremonies for the program. They left a great gaping hole ifaced with a waterproof mater- The LeMoyne Alumni Club man Most-Likely to Succeed '
and reciting speeches, and re- graduates down to the front of
and removed a portion of one ial such has ceramic mosaic or of Memphis will conduct its She received a degree in ele
tired during intermission to the church as flag hearer, and and Mrs. Lillian 0. Jones. kin,g quarry tile.
wall. It's quite alright thou h .final
meeting of the college mentary education, this week
march ,down the aisle in white Gale Denise Jones was the pia- dergarten director
they were kind enough to board A slipproof tile surface ' also
from Howard University.
Recently, the DAC Club met
academic robes.
nist for the ceremony.
Sunday, June 6, at
year
this
, Rev. C. A. Rllen is pastor of up the windows when they were offers an important safety facMr. Reams is the son of Mr at the lovely home of Mrs. J
The graduates were Anthony The program was climaxed 'the church,
finished breaking them out." tor in preventing nasty spills. 5 p.m. in the Brownlee Hall and Mrs. Elwood Lee Reams B. Burns, 225 Lucerne St
faculty lounge.
of 734 North Bellvue; and theMrs. Burns, the lovely hostess,
Induction ceremonies for new grandson of Mrs. Robe'na Clay•served a very tasty repast.
Madison and the late Mr.,and The next meeting will be at
officers' is on the agenda. ElMrs. Griffin Reams of Stan- the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
mer L. Henderson is the new- ton, Tennessee.
Cash. Mrs. Lorille, Yancy is
ly elected president of the The groom is a graduate of president of the club and Mrs.
Manassas High School where Herman Wade is the reporter.
club.

Safety Award

Students Honored

iviempnian i o uaim
Bride In Washington

\

12, Students Finish At
H

Athlete Honored

Outdoor And
Entertainment

Alumni Club To
Induct Officers

DAC Club Meets

1

•

PHOTO OF FIRST FAMILY — Bolivar Elementary School received a photograph of President and Mrs. Lyndon R. Johnson and their two daughters.
Shown presenting the picture to the children of the school Is flexion Bryant,
executive dlrector of the Tennessee Cooncil on Human Relations. Mr. Bry-

ant, who was responsible for the school haying the prolograph, received the
idea after visiting a semi basement room in the school and seeing a R x 10
nensplper rieture of the President la( kill to the wall in front of the class.

HEADED FOR WASHINGTON--All set to
hit the road for Washington, D, C., for the
graduation exercises of their son, Ernest,
Jr., from Howard University is Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest C. Withers., Sr., and their five
children. Aside from the graduating son,

the Withers have two other sons in college.
Ernest, Jr., plans to enter the Howard University School of I.aw next September. The
Withers will return to Memphis arount
June 8. (Robert Morris Photo)
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Lopez 'Buzzing Toward
Top In Junior Circuit•
(Special To The Defender)

Marcelino Lopez, the 21-year-old rookie lefthander of the Los Angeles Angels, has quickly established himself as one of the top freshmen pitchers in
Ike American League this year.
s1ut it all hasn't been easy.

COOL COMFORT

Se/ePtiCed
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11
Chilsit of
Miss
Mrs.ift
Mrs.
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Tay-

lp

;race
'beta)

n fact, not only has Marcelino fast as Dean Chanoe, the achad to contend with opposing knowledged ace of the staff.
batters; he's also had to contend with the English language. Lopez was nicknamed "Lito'l
Lopez speaks a goqd English by his four sisters and brother.
now. "But I remember my "We call each other by the
first year in pro ball (1960),” name of our birthdate," he,
he recalls. "I couldn't speak
Marcelino is Isito.
English and it cost me several says. Hence,
Ile hasn't seen his parents or
games.
"I remember one game. The his brother and sisters for five
bases were loaded and the bat- years, since leaving Cuba.
ter hit a high pop-up near Now a solidly-built 6-3, 200.
home plate. I didn't speak
wasn't
very good English then, and I pounder, Lopez always
yelled 'I got it.' But I was this big. "I was thin (100
pointing to the catcher. The pounds) when I was first signball fell and all three runners ed to a professional contract.
2 when Gil Tor/
scored and it cost us the I efts only 151
res signed me. I had played
game."
Lopez hasn't had any Eng- first base and the outfield and
); h prtiblems since then. How- had done some pitching .in
*
ar, for a while it looked like semi-pro ball in Cuba," Mare was going to have problems celino remembers.
on the mound. Then the An- Lopez, used frequently as a
gels acquired him last winter pinch-runner by manager Bill
and it turned Out to be the "big- Rigney, says he always had
"good speed" and he could algest break of my career."
Marcelino, who won't turn ways hit. "Lito" displayed
22 until Sept. 23, has come on these qualities in winning his
strong to bolster the Angels' fourth game for the Angels on
pitching staff and become sae May 8th against Kansas City.

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1957 FORD

1957 OPEL

1957 DODGE

1958 CADILLAC

by

•

$1 3.66
PRESIDENT RAVIS HONORED—Shown are the handsome
trophies and plaques awarded during the All Sports Banquit held at Tennessee State University. Left to right are:

Athletes Honor TSU's
Prexy During Banquet

Speaker John Mackey. Baltimore Colts tight end; Dr. W. S.
Davis, university president and NIISA Plaque winner; and

Timer: Walcott Could
Have Stopped Count

Dr. W. S. Davis, president Other, honored were: Tank1,•Ess'isToN, m ass, ____ t'assios (say was souse_
of Tennessee State Universit,, men Howard Baugh, Jr., WilOFFERS THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS
was honored recently at Ten- ham Walton and Frank Pierce. mr for -the rabbit," Floyd Pattet.son, as his next
nessee State's All Sports Ban Men's track listed Denis Obre-i 1--ONLY $100 OR LESS DOWN
(wet. The National Ii i g h gun as their sole four-year let- oPPollent• Howes's''', it was mild bellowing compared
' to the controversial clamor that accompanied his first
School. Athletic Association pre- terman.
sented Dr. Davis with an en- Miss Regina Studdard, "Miss defense of the hezvyweight crown.
graved,- three - by - two foot, Tennessee State," was award- tr.,
4 Or. V-8, Automatic
The unbeaten Louisville Lip [ e,
plaque in recognition of his ef- ed a white (four-year) lettered
scored the fastest knockout in get
Trans. Radio & Htr. ONLY
like a man gone mad.
forts in behalf of the Associa- sweater, which is a tradition
Hu- history of heavyweight Referee. Joe Walcott, a for.
Min.'s National basketball tour- for each "Miss Tennessee
.championship fighting when he flier heavyweight champion,
!lament. Moss H. Kendriss rep- State."
flattened Sonny Liston in one was trying to lead Clay back to
resenting the Coca-Cola Corn- The guest speaker for the
V-8, Automatic Trans.
pany, presented the plaque to occasion was John Mackey, minute flat with Iho help of 8 a neutral corner — and not
Radio Heater, New White Tires
Baltimore's Colt's tight end.!confused knockout timekeeper siissesdio. Meanwhile,
the
D r. Davis.
Mr. Mackey challenged the [ and a startled referee.
knockdown timekeeper, FranThe plaque was signed by
athletes, "At one time or an-! In their first fight at Sliami•eis McDonough of Portland,'
NHSAA national officers which
other in life, it becomes every- Reach,, Fla.. 15 months ago. Maine, had started to count. ,
2 Or. Sedan, With Radio, Htr.
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Repay
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Phone 525-7611
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Sam Hairston
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Jaguar sprinter GeArge An.
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• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Sophomore Jaguar slugger derson drew all-Conference secchoice ognitisn in the 100- and 229-yard Old timers are sure to corntop
the
Pete
was
Barnes
Phone 527-8581
the
of the five outfielders picked. itishes; Olympian Theron Lewis pare the windup with
Southern also placed Lionel was the leader among the guar- Dempsey-Ttinney meeting at
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1956 PLYMOUTH
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Electric
Fan

s195
$595
s295
$595

$795

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143

outhern
(mks In
ports

Lightweight...easily carried from room to room. Quiet,
heavy-duty 2-speed motor is U.L.approved. Motor and
fan guaranteed against defects in material or workman-

ship for 1 year.
Better Quality Costs

Less At Kress

KRESS
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri , Sat. 9:30 tit 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

SPECIAL
t[j
SUTIMER
DISCOUNT
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS
2 it P To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Home
$449 Installed
P To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Home
$549 Installed
3 H.P To Cool 1E00 Sq. FT Home
S649 Installed
H P To Cool 2100 Sq. FT Home
$749 Installed

FREE Estimates - Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For IN. MOSELY

MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1046 Florida Str••1

45 YEARS WITH DODGE
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BIG
BILLS?

CASH FAST!

FINANCE COMPANY

JOIN
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STAG
LINE

1965 SEASON OPENS FRIDAY JUNE 18th-10

BIG PAYING PERFECTAS
On Every Race
Starting With 2nd

DOG RACING AT ITS BEST

SOUTHLAND
summer home of champions

JUNE 18th THROUGH OCT.12th
INTERSTATE455 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
liege.
The

_Air conditioned for your comfort

SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 1
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Sworn In
As La.
Attorney

—
class
1 ANE COLLEGE GRADUATION — Members of the 1965 graduating
on
of Lane college are shown seated in front of the J. K. Daniels library
the campus, song with hundreds woo attended the recent commencement
exercisPs, at which 127 persons were awarded bachelor's degrees. The speak-

GENERAL

er fur the ssrvice was Dr. Richard V. Moore, president of Betinine•Cookman
college, liaviona Beach, Fla. Honorary doctoral degrees were presented to
Bishop 11,alter II. Amos and Claude C. bond. (Mark Stansbury Photo)

CALLING
ALL

NEW ORLEANS — Atty.
Ernest N. Morial, Was sworn in
last week as assistant U.S. attorney for the State of Louisiana, becoming the first of his
race to hold the position in
Louisiana.
The oath of office was administered by Federal District
Judge lierhert W. Christenberry in the U.S. District Court.
Morial, a native of New Orleans and graduate of Xavier
university with a D.S. in business administration, also enjoys another first.
Ile was the first Negro to be
graduated from the law school
of Louisiana State university,
Baton Rouge. Presently he
practices law in the office of
veteran Atty. A. P. Tureaud
and is president of the New
Orleans NAACP branch. Married to the former Sybil Haydel,
the couple has three children.

Lane Awards 127 Degrees
During 83rd Commencement

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- •-

Vol. XI

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

NEWSBOYS411

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

education for the public
Lane College in Jackson, Beach, Fla. Both exercises; al
SCHOOL ITEMS
of Chattanooga, were
Tenn., held its 83rd annuallwere held in front of the J. K. schools
honorary
doctoral
blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
of
in
order
Fill
the
recipients
commencement exercises May Daniels library,
degrees.
22-24, with some 127 graduates Dr. Moore's theme was the
receivingbachelor's degrees. differences between a mile
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
Delivering the baccalaureate stone and a millstone in the
1w
and
the
graduates,
of
life
Shy,
R.
P.
Bishop
sermon was
Address,
-Number of papers wanted weekly.
presiding bishop of the Sixth challenged them to become
of
milestones.
the
District
Episcopal
Phone number
Two alumni, Bishop Waite!
CME church, Atlanta.
St P Ill S. — The local
Amos, presiding bishop 51 E
Hansel
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
address
commencement
The
branch of the National Associawas given by Dr. Richard V. of the Ninth Episcopal District tion f
A(vancenlent of
tl
Moore, president of Bethune- of the CASE church and Claude Colored People has called upon
Daytona C. Bond. coordinator of gener• all employers of this city to
college,
Cookman
follow the example of the financial irstitutions "by adopting an immediate policy of
Ntro'N
FACTORY
non - discrimination in hiring,
AUTHORIZED
rather than wait for July 2, the
HOME FOR SALE
SERVICE
date on which the employment
FOR RENT
CADILLAC 1951
Newly Decorated Apartment.
section of the Civil Rights Bill
ITEAUTIFUL MARIANNA ST.
1086 South Bellime
4 DOOR SEDAN
becomes effective."
3 B.'R. Brick, especially for ex- Across from future branch of Union
entisriM
BOWIWAI
Bank.
Planter
The change in the hiring poli- * Power Steering — Brakes
ecutive Cr professional people; double
carport, floor f Luanne heat. NO
cies of the financial institutions • Good Condition
palace inside, paradise outside. etilldien.
Month
$50
was brought about through • Good Tires
Double carport, stone gar., imCell $76-11/78
negotiations with the Memphis • Price $350.
ported shrubs .Wall-to-wall crpt.
MU 3-6822
NAACP Branch's Bank Employ.
Air cond., V. B. Many other feament Committee, which is head- For sale or reap Dodge Car for Dia- tures too numerous to mention.
mond or what have you. the value. —
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
ed by Vasco A. Smith, Jr.
Must be seen to apprec. By appt.
3118-4618
DARLING HOUSE
The NAACP has also been $1960 Super 88 Oldsmobile 4-1)
only. Reduced for qifick sale.
• 3 BEDROOMS •
air-cond., one owner
conducting protest demonstra- Full power,
W. C. HALEY, SR. 384-3182
Call 397-1647
• DEN •
tions for the past several
Surety Realty Co. 386-9911
Modern. Est in kitchen. Plus
HOME FOR SALE
m^nths. Jesse Turner is presi:ar port. $450 down; includes
_
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
dent of the branch.
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
NEAR GRADE, JUNIOR
closing cost. Approxiniation,
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large $72 inonth note.
& HIGH SCHOOLS
NO MONEY DOWN
gar., tile ball), scp. living and • Shown By Appointment •
CITY BUS BY DOOR
187 S WELLINGTON
dining rms., wall to wall crpt., Call Mrs. Bather Martenn,
3 LOVELY
NEmPHIS,
TENNESSEE
floor furnace heat. $9,850 with 398:6618. Mrs. Lealo Hendon
FIELDSTONE HOMES
CAN YOU USE
4556 SUMMER
Open Nites 'Ti! 9
1264 GETWELL
2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDROOMS. FHA low down payment. Seen (broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-461 1
03 FT. KITCIIEN, CARPETED LIV- by appointment only. 946-5361.
MORE
ING & DINING ROOMS. CERAMIC
HOUSE FOR SALE
TILE BATIL FENCED. ONLY $400
DOWN. FHA. SEE THIS.
1957 DELMAR
2102 LARAMIE — 6 ROOMS, LIVTwo bedrooms, living room and
ING ROOM & DINING ROOM CARBATH.
TILE
CERAMIC
PETED.
dining room combination.
CONVFNIINT
NEW 15 YR. GUARANTEED ROOF.
PLS%S FOR SALE
AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
‘IT LOCATIONS
MO DOWN, F.H.A.
LEAVING STATE. THIS IS A GOOD 30 pews. 12 foot in length
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
$1 GI., PLUS CLOSIN
398.5836 or 398-5510
BUY.
GET PREFERENTIAL
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
2027 LARAMIE — TRY TO MATCH
SERVICE"
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
THIS 2 BEDROOMS. 16½ FT. LIV-

HOME SERVICE
••••••••••.*
11•11i...••••••••••
fall•••••••••••••••••0111
••••••••••••1111111•11.•

Memphis Banks
To Hire Negroes

^

lassified Ads. .

Autos For Sale

0. W. PICKETT

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

Apts. For Rent

1

REAL ESTATE BROKER
APPRAISER
INSURANCE ADJUSTER

Floor Models Reduced
'1000°

Houses For Sale

Phone 525-7781

4

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
E
740 UNION AVENU
527-2664

NEED MONEY?

USED CAR DEPT.

1961 CHEVROLET
1965 CORVAIR
I 1965 MUSTANG
1961 CHEV.
1965 CHEVELLE
1964 CHEVROLET
1963 KARMAN
1963 CHEVY II

4 Door V-8 Straight Transmission, Radio, 11 Cater
Factory Air-Conditioned.
2 to Choose From. Both areMonza's, One 4 Door, Ole
Two Door. Still In Factory Warranty.
V-(3, 4 Speed, Transm., 2 Dr., Hard Top . ,
Impala, 4 Door, Hard Top. Radio. Heater, W.W. Tires
Factory -Air, Power Stern, Fine Quality.
6 Cylinder, 4 Door, Sedan, Straight TransM, Still in Factory Warranty.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-B, Automatic Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)
Chia Convertible, V-Wagon Low Miles, Like New 4-speed
Transm,
2 Door Sedan, 6 Cylinder, Straight Transm. Good Tires,
Excellent Condition thru out 20 miles per gallon

'1195
s2495
2255
1495
s1595
2195
$1595
s1095

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
1953 PLYMOUTH

$245

6 Cylinder, Straight Trans., Solid Transportation, Nearly New Tires.

1955 CHEVROLET

. 395

6 Cylinder. Straight Transm.. Nearly 147.'w
Tires, Good Sound Transportation.

1957 CHEVROLET

$595

- '643

4-door, 6 Cylinder, Nary Blue and Very Good,
Cond., Good Tires

1960 CHEVROLET

595

Bel-Air, 4 Door Sedan, 6 Cylinder, Straight
Transm.. Good Tires. Radio Heater, a real
Buy.

1959 CHEV.

$495

9 Passenger, Station Wagon, 6 Cylinder
V-8, Straight Drive, Radio Heater, This is
Automatic Transm. Good General Cona Buy of a Lite Time,
dition, Through Out.
Snei d e
a n.onnlyadio Heater, White Wall Tires, Extra Fine Transportation, With a Big Car

1495

1959 OLDS.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

s895

Lesabra. 4 Door, Sedan, Radio, Heater, White Tires, Excellent Tires, Good Condition Throughout.

4

Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx,
Mo.
Poy,•••at•
$ 500.00
S 12.90
5 23.70
$1,000.00
S 34.50
SI 500.00
$2,00000......• .5 45.50
$ 56.20
$2,500.00
5110.82
$5,000.00
Cash Yoq

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS, A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

NOTICE!

1960 CHEV

1960 BUICK

4111111•1111111111.111111111I

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender

Furn. For Sale

ING ROOM & DINING ROOM CARKITCHEN,
VENTAHOOD
PETED.
CERAMIC TILE BATH. PLUS A 20
x 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 x 20
LAUNDRY
LOVELY
WORKSHOP.
ROOM & Vs BATH. OWNER WILL
OR
$1,200
FOR
EQUITY
BELL
LOW DOWN PAYMENT

THESE HOMES SHOWN
BY APPOINTMENT
JUST CALL 386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO.
1247 EVERGREEN - 274-5809
Member American Real Estate
Assn.

We will be happy to
publish it for yaw
"free Of Any
charges.

WANTED
(Male and Female)

PRINTERS

Linotype
proofoperators,
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Wiite, Personnel Dept. co
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago ,:,0616,
Illinois.

HOUSE FOR SAI.14
Lakeview Gardens
Beautiful three bedroom brick, living
and dining room combination, fireplace, one and a half bath, eat In
kitchen, all electric. Ian. closets,
r_
Gpeporraglesa
t FHA a
:
,ir
looble carpor
C.
loan.FHA
tams -- 396.5173 or 327-21186 —
heating,
asntral air-conditioned and
bouthlaed Realty 14.

1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE
area. Early American brick,
painted light green, white trim,
black shutters, boxwood shrubbery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
$11,775 with $375 down or assume loan for $1,600. Open for
inspection. BR 5-4296.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
YOU ARE WELCOME
HOME
THESE
COME SEE
REVENUE
Near schools & bus lines in
LOVELY LONGVIEW IITS.
FOR YOU
Do YOU HAVE CHILDREN?
and
saleswomm Special Services
1890 S. Orleans — Brick home, Salesmen

For Sale by Owner. Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fieldstone Horne. Larger
Corner Lot, Penned back Yard. Corn.
946are anytime. 792 E. McKellar
4332

Beautiful corner — opposite Jr. wanted to sell retail advertis
High. Living room, dining room, ing in the Memphis market.
kitchen. 3 bedrooms, carport. We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
From this home your children per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
will be only about a block from
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Elem., Jr. & So. Side High.
236 South Wellington Street'
Memphis, Ten&
FOR A MAN WANTING BOTH
HOME & IDEAL WORKSHOP
PART TIME MAID
2027 LARAMIE—FIELDSTONE
Call After 5:30 P.M.
Living room & dining room carJIM, 275-9676
bath.
bedrms.,
2
kitchen,
peted,
SPARE TIME EA KNINGS SEWING
WHITV, TO BOX 1941.
'lOPINU.
OK
bath.
z
,
,
1,
with
garage
ft.
20x30
WINSTON SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSE
Laundry room & 9x20 workshop. STAMPED SELF-ADDYtILSSEL) 1124100
OR
COIN FOR REPLY
Buy reasonable equity, assume VISLOPE
mo. payments of only $75.27. Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Commercial. Cathedral City Calif.
DON'T PASS THIS ONE
2093 LARAMIE—FIELDSTONE
3 bedrms., living room & dining
room carpeted. 18 ft. kitchen,
cer. tile bath, shaded patio. G.I.
or FHA, $400 down.
Leaving State — Must Sell
2102 LARAMIE—FIELDSTONE
6 rms. & Ige. storage. Living &
dining rooms & 1 bedrm. crpt.,
kitch., cer. tile bath, 3 bedrms.
GI.. 100 down or FHA low D.P.
THESE HOMES SHOWN
SUNDAY 2:00-6:30.
or by appointment anytime.
CALL 386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
I,ucille Sere Realty Co.
1247 N. Evergreen. 274-5809
Mem. Amer. Real Estate Assn.

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311

Help Wanted

Buy U.S.

BONDS

0

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

THAN'S fi
LOAN UFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • $HOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 01170 UAL STREET JA 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE
N
EPSTEI
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450,
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